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ABSTRACT

Resonant Response Beyond the Limits of Translation

Jessica Moore

Translation is always an act of furthering and response. It takes a written work beyond its boundaries, both structurally and linguistically, and offers, in ‘answer,’ a new text. But there are instances when a translation goes one full step further, becoming more than a translation, becoming something that requires a new name to indicate its transgression: for example, a “closeelaboration,” a “nontranslation,” or a “transelation” (Suzanne Jill Levine, *The Subversive Scribe*; Jacques Brault, *Poèmes des quatre côtés*; Erin Mouré, *Sheep’s Vigil for a Fervent Person*). Further still are works, like my own, where translation becomes the door to creative writing. These are practices and texts that have entered a new arena beyond conventional limits of translation – a creative, resonant space.

Moments of creative composition through translation, which are often playful, reveal a deep sympathy between the translated work and the translator: a resonance. My project explores the idea and the act of response, through – and beyond – translation. I begin as the translator (who is more deeply engaged – creatively, already – with the text than a casual reader will ever be) and end as the writer, composing pieces in response to the translated text. Prefaced by a discussion of creative response and the limits of translation, my project is a translation accompanied by a work of resonant response.
RÉSUMÉ

Réaction-résonance, au-delà des limites de la traduction

Jessica Moore

La traduction est forcément un acte de prolongement, de réponse, c’est-à-dire qu’elle repousse les limites structurelles et linguistiques d’une œuvre écrite en offrant, en « réponse », un texte nouveau. Or l’éventualité d’une traduction transcendantale qui ne revêt plus le sens usuel de « traduction », d’où la nécessité de nouveaux termes, à savoir closelaboration, nontraduction, ou encore transelation (Jacques Brault, Poèmes des quatre côtés; Suzanne Jill Levine, The Subversive Scribe; Erin Mouré, Sheep’s Vigil for a Fervent Person). En résultent alors des textes et des démarches qui s’éloignent des normes préétablies de la traduction, vers un espace de création et de résonance.

La traduction comporte des moments de création discursive, souvent ludiques, qui révèlent une affinité profonde entre l’œuvre traduite et le traducteur. Bref, une résonance ayant pour nature la reconnaissance d’un lien entre le soi et le texte qui, par conséquent, mettra en rapport le soi et l’autre. Ce rapport incitera-t-il parfois une réaction, tel le traducteur devenu créateur, ou encore le lecteur devenu écrivain? J’examinerai donc le concept de réaction en tant qu’idée et acte, et ce, sous l’optique de la traduction – et au-delà. Je me place tout d’abord en position de traductrice, plus absorbée dans le texte, du moins sur le plan créatif, qu’un lecteur ordinaire ne le serait. Viennent ensuite mes réactions, soit celles d’une d’écrivaine, au texte traduit. En préface, une discussion sur les limites de la traduction et la réaction créative, et ensuite mon mémoire, qui consiste en une traduction accompagnée d’une œuvre de réaction-résonance.
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INTRODUCTION

Translation is always an act of furthering and response. It takes a written work beyond its boundaries, both structurally and linguistically, and offers, in ‘answer,’ a new text. But there are instances when a translation goes one step further, becoming more than a translation, becoming something that requires a new name to indicate its transgression: for example, a “closelaboration,” a “nontranslation,” or a “transelation” (Suzanne Jill Levine, The Subversive Scribe; Jacques Brault, Poèmes des quatre côtés; Erin Mouré, Sheep’s Vigil for a Fervent Person). Further still are the works, like mine, where translation becomes the door to creation, and where intimacy with the source work becomes the catalyst for the translator’s own writing. These are practices and texts that have entered a new arena beyond conventional limits\(^1\) of translation – a creative, resonant space.

Moments of creative composition through translation, which are often playful, reveal a deep sympathy between the translated work and the translator: a resonance. To resonate with the work of another is to recognize a connection between oneself and the text that ‘strikes a chord,’ between self and other. Sometimes this sympathy moves us to reply. These are the instances when a translator is pulled to create, as when a reader is inspired to write. My project explores the idea and the act of response, through – and beyond – translation. I begin as the translator (who is more deeply engaged – creatively, already – with the text than a casual reader will ever be) and end as the writer, composing

\(^{1}\) For the purposes of this essay, I will use the term ‘conventional limits’ to indicate a narrow definition of translation as transfer between languages.
pieces in response to the translated text. Prefaced by a discussion of creative response and the limits of translation, my project is a translation accompanied by a work of resonant response.

BEYOND THE LIMITS OF TRANSLATION

But what are the limits of translation? Douglas Robinson indicates that recent western translation theory holds a wider view of the limits of translation, whereas at various earlier points in history (though a range of translation practices has always existed) the translator was bound to extremes of literalism, or word-for-word translation (20, 16). Modern and postcolonial thought has underscored subjectivity in Translation Studies, as in other fields of study. Universal definitions become impossible: everything is dependent upon a variety of specific influences that are constantly in flux (Robinson 19). Increasingly, Robinson writes, translation is seen as “limitless” — no longer bound by binary sets of terms2 (20, 19). Susan Bassnett suggests that perhaps readers need to approach translation with more awareness of their “collusion” with a fixed (and rather stringent) definition of translation and its limits (26-27). We accept the idea that a translation is one specific kind of text — i.e. one that has passed from one language to another — but through her examination of several problematic kinds of “translation,” Bassnett shows that this acceptance is often uninform, and that the texts we acknowledge as translations are not always such (27). Both Robinson and Bassnett indicate that we are moving beyond the limitations of binary thought (i.e. translation

2 “The gradations between artificial poles like ‘sense for sense’ and ‘word for word’, or ‘domesticating’ and ‘foreignizing’, or even ‘translation’ and ‘non-translation’, are not only potentially but actually infinite (20).
versus original) in the field of translation studies – which means expanding the limits of translation to include more diverse practices (Bassnett 39; Robinson 19). In her essay on Anne Carson entitled “A Single Brushstroke,” Sherry Simon draws attention to our limited vocabulary for practices of translation that have great degrees of variance (3-5). “We are at a loss to account for looser forms of translation, where process takes over from equivalence. Where the translatiological impulse (the awareness of moving between two codes, two realities) becomes the motor for creative writing” (Simon 4-5). Simon points to translation as a keynote in Carson’s creation: her style is “translational” – straddling opposites, keeping us awake and alert through juxtapositions – and translation is often used as a stepping stone for her work (2).

CHOOSING THE BOOK: JUSTIFICATION OF SUBJECT

The choice to translate a particular book of literature almost always has a personal impulse at its root. Translators, like authors, are drawn to certain styles, subjects, and stories. I came across Jean-François Beauchemin’s *Turkana Boy* by felicitous chance and was drawn to the poetry of the phrases, the quiet sadness of the story, and the wonder that underlies the magnificent questions Beauchemin asks through the character of Monsieur Bartolomé: “L’âme était-il un ciel enchevêtré à l’homme?”; “Aurai-je été un bon habitant de la Terre? De qui fus-je l’élève?”; “Les matins étaient-ils amarrés aux éperviers?” (14, 18, 39). I found this book when I, like the central character, was searching for ways through grief. I felt a resonance with the work and this is what compelled me to translate it. There is a deep satisfaction to be had in conveying words, already admired in my
second language, into my mother tongue – the language in which I have the most sensibility, the language that sits closest to my heart. It is even more fulfilling to have my translation of a work that I respect be the point of departure for a series of responses – writing of my own.

PRIMARY TEXT: TURKANA BOY

Turkana Boy is the story of a single character, Monsieur Bartolomé, and it explores his grief after he loses his child. His bewilderment and wonder are constant as he searches landscapes and life for “quelque chose de plus grand que lui-même” (Jean-François Beauchemin, Turkana Boy cover). Poetic prose fragments are woven through with rich, often startling language and questions that are the crux of both the search and the poetry.

THE AUTHOR: JEAN-FRANÇOIS BEAUCHEMIN

On the inside cover of his latest book, La fabrication de l’aube, are these words: “Jean-François Beauchemin a 45 ans. Ce n’est ni jeune ni vieux, mais assez sérieux pour lui permettre de saisir, avec un étonnement ému, tout le mystère des beautés de ce monde. Voilà pourquoi, peut-être, il se consacre désormais à l’écriture.” He has published seven novels (all of them with Québec-Amérique except Le jour des corneilles, published with Les Allusifs): Comme enfant je suis cuit (1998), Garage Molinari (1999), Mon père est une chaise (2001), Les choses terrestres (2001), Le petit pont de la louve (2002), Turkana
Boy (2004), and Le jour des corneilles (2004). Critics write that Turkana Boy is “sans doute le plus grave et le plus inspirant d’une oeuvre qui flirte avec divers styles, de l’écriture enfantine (Comme enfant je suis cuit) au langage archaïque (Le jour des corneilles)” (Julie Sergent). Another critic writes, “On sent dans l’écriture de Jean-François Beauchemin une intensité incroyable” (Florence Meney). The following quotation speaks to the theme of resonance and connection: “Il sait transmettre à travers son témoignage particulier quelque chose d’universel, qui nous rejoint tous” (Renée Bolduc). His latest book, La fabrication de l’aube, appeared in January 2006, and is, as Beauchemin himself writes, the first autobiographical work he has published. After coming close to death two years ago, Beauchemin writes a moving account of his experience, with deep insight into our relationship to death and our engagement with life. Significantly, at the end of this book he includes his email address and invites readers to respond to this book. I say ‘significantly’ because I came across this invitation at a point when I was just beginning to form my thoughts for my thesis project, knowing that I wanted to go beyond the limits of the translation I was working on and further than analysis of method; that moment – of receiving his invitation for response – was a clear signal for the direction I would take.

METHOD: RESONANT RESPONSE

The creative parts of the project are explorations of selected questions or segments from my translation of Turkana Boy, written fragments that are inspired by lines from my translation (at times the pieces are textually bound by translated lines, in a
manner that recalls the glosa in poetry – for instance, structuring paragraphs of a piece around consecutive lines from the translation). I have responded to fragments with fragments that are tied thematically to the book – threads of grief, memory, and wonder weave through both Beauchemin’s and my texts. Like Alison Pick, whose book *Question and Answer Poems* I will later refer to, my pieces use another writer’s questions as their departure point and are an experiment in resonant response.

THEORIES OF CREATIVE RESPONSE: MEMORY, GRIEF, MOVEMENT AND RESONANCE

This is a work of gathering, in which memory holds a central place. There is a strong link between memory and translation. The doubling, or two-mindedness experienced by the one remembering is like the double consciousness of the translator – and, on another level, of the writer-translator. For the translator, it means reading words in one language and seeing other words in another language; for me as the writer-translator, it means reading about the character of Monsieur Bartolomé and seeing myself or people in my own life; it means being in the present and seeing the past; it means, essentially, becoming two selves.³

Walter Benjamin touches upon ideas of (linguistic) fragmentation and wholeness in his essay “The Task of the Translator,” and in particular, of memory in relation to translation. The “iterability” of a work is its potential to be remembered, or given continued life (“afterlife”), through being translated, quoted, or criticized, all of which are forms of response (71). Although works of art are clearly inanimate objects, and do not

---
³ I have written about this doubling explicitly in two pieces, on pages 68 and 76.
have “souls” or experience “sensations,” Benjamin posits that they possess both a life and an afterlife because they have their own history: “The idea of life and afterlife in works of art should be regarded with an entirely unmetaphorical objectivity” (70, 71). Translation, quotation and criticism quite literally refer to, or remember, an original (work of art) and transpose part of it into a new context, giving it a further incarnation beyond its original. Through this reference a text or work of art is kept ‘alive,’ carried forward through the act of ‘remembering’ into the present moment and on into the future.

A translation, just like a response, takes on a new life, becoming – or leading to – a distinct creation, and this is the direction my project moves in – moving being the operative word. Movement is integral to the work of translation, which, as I have stated, is always an act of furthering, beginning from a source text and moving to a new place – but more than this, the process of translating parts of *Turkana Boy* has moved me to create. Works that are moving are the most powerful ones – because they incite reciprocal movement.

For the grieving character of Monsieur Bartolomé in *Turkana Boy*, movement is absolutely, crucially central. If, in grief, we stop moving, we stop being of the world – we become frozen – and there is no chance for us to heal. For Monsieur Bartolomé (the one who is left behind) movement is essential because he still belongs to life, and life is an existence that changes continuously. The translation (and the response to translation) is akin to the one who survives, who will always hold something of his “original,” his self-from-before, but moves onward, indelibly transformed. This is how grief translates us.
The notion of responding has several formal outlets in literature, most prominently in poetry. Glosas, rengas, and ‘question and answer’ poems all indicate the same underlying spirit of resonance with an existing work or author.

THE GLOSA

“The glosa is an early Renaissance form, first developed by the poets of the Spanish court” (P.K. Page, Hologram cover). In the glosa, the author takes four lines from an existing poem by someone else and uses these as the skeleton for her new poem. Each of these four lines closes one of four 10-line stanzas; lines 6, 9 and 10 of each stanza are rhymed. In my experience of writing glosas, there is at once a comfort and a challenge in the constraints of the form: it is reassuring to know what I am writing towards and simultaneously demanding as a writer to be working within the boundaries of someone else’s words. In the introduction to her book of glosas, P.K. Page writes that she “liked being controlled by those three reining rhymes – or do I mean reigning?” (9). She compares the challenge to that of a crossword. The fourteen glosas in Hologram take their structuring lines from poets with whom Page has felt a certain resonance, and she considers her glosas a form of “homage” (9). The poems vary greatly in tone, reflecting the styles of the authors from whom she borrows her structuring lines: her glosa in response to D. H. Lawrence is ornate and replete with flowery adjectives, whereas the poem responding to Dylan Thomas is authoritative, probing, and stark. In the first stanza of “Planet Earth” in response to Neruda – whose poems are so often grounded in simple,
humble images drawn from the lives of common people, she writes:

It has to be loved the way a laundress loves her linens,
the way she moves her hands caressing the fine muslins
knowing their warp and woof,
like a lover coaxing, or a mother praising.
It has to be loved as if it were embroidered
with flowers and birds and two joined hearts upon it.
It has to be stretched and stroked.
O this great beloved world and all the creatures in it.
*It has to be spread out, the skin of this planet.*

4 (42)

She resists the word “influence,” preferring to say that she feels an “affinity with” another author5 (12). This idea of affinity is synonymous with resonance as I am using the term in this project.

**QUESTION AND ANSWER POEMS**

Alison Pick has also used poetry as a kind of homage to writers whom she “admires” in her book *Question and Answer Poems* (cover). “…Rilke says, / love the questions / as though they are poems in some / other language” (11). Her poems borrow questions from writers such as Sylvia Plath, Patrick Lane, and Erin Mouré; using these authors’ questions as her departure point, Pick writes poems that are her own explorations of the question’s themes. I use the word ‘explorations’ rather than ‘answers’ because Pick’s responses, while they do sometimes grammatically ‘answer’ the question, are not closed doors; probably, too, because the tone of her poems is one of meditation, similar to the voice in *Turkana Boy*, which is one of searching and wondering without ever finding

---

4 Alastair Reid is the translator of Neruda’s poem “In Praise of Ironing” from which Page’s four reifying lines are drawn.
5 “‘affinity with’ seems closer to the truth than ‘influenced by’” (12).
a final answer. In part of a poem responding to Mary Oliver’s question, “Tell me, what is it you plan to do / with your one wild and precious life?”, Pick writes:

[...] This and each morning
we try not to speak. Soon I will put my sweater back on, move
to the desk. This space, this silence, someone who loves me:
over the field the clouds shift their shadows. When the last
change is made I will sit by the blank paper, listening. (33)

The ending of the poem is one that does not close – but rather prolongs, furthers, the space of response, of which “listening” is an integral part.

THE RENGA AND RECIPROCAL TRANSLATION

Response is the basis for Jacques Brault and E. D. Blodgett’s book Transfiguration. Working in close collaboration via mail across the physical distance between Alberta and Quebec, Brault and Blodgett exchanged, responded to, and translated each other’s poetry (in Simon, Translating Montreal 138). The form they used is the renga (with the additional step of translation). Like the surrealists’ exquisite corpse, the renga is a form that is written collectively – the response is immediate and emerges from multiple writers working together on one project. The renga is a traditional Japanese form of poetry dating back to the early 13th century, in which two or more poets write a sequence of poems, each piece in response to the preceding poem (Dictionary of World Literary Terms 169). Rengas are an exercise in non-individuality: the emerging work takes unchallenged precedence over the individual identities of the poets involved (Octavio Paz 23). Similarly, experiments such as the exquisite corpse have been attempts to move past individuality to a space of collective creation; in the case of the exquisite
corpse, the aim has also been to leave conscious direction behind in the hope of allowing something uncensored to emerge from the subconscious mind.

TRANSLATIONS THAT GO BEYOND: SUZANNE JILL LEVINE, JACQUES BRAULT, AND ERIN MOURÉ

SUZANNE JILL LEVINE

Resonance is at the heart of Suzanne Jill Levine’s process as a translator and ‘closelaborator,’ and it is this that allows her to step beyond conventional limits of translation. Her book, *The Subversive Scribe*, is a collection of elaborated translator’s notes and a testimony to the close relationships behind her literary translations. Her process of “closelaboration” with authors Guillermo Cabrera Infante, Manuel Puig and Severo Sarduy is revealed to be dynamic and creative. The wordplay that occurs in the collaborative space brings her translations beyond conventional limits.

There are practical, target-oriented reasons behind closelaboration – to compensate for the loss of a central element of the original, and to make the translated work resonant for an anglophone American audience. Closelaboration has a dual movement of turning inward – in intimacy with the original (and with the original author), demonstrating a certain loyalty to this (him) – while simultaneously turning outward towards the receiving audience, conscientiously, shaping phrases such that the new work will strike complementary chords when read in English. Levine says clearly that her intention in elaborating upon jokes and puns in *Three Trapped Tigers* – her translation of Cabrera Infante’s *Tres Tristes Tigres*, a translation thirty pages longer than

---

6 “‘closelaborations,' a neologism coined by Guillermo Cabrera Infante,” referring to their collaborative early translation experiences (xiii).
the original – was to compensate for the loss, in English, of the spoken dialect of Havana, which was a principal source of the book’s humor in Spanish. This shows how elaboration is an essential part of Levine’s work of closelaboration.

The closeness in closelaboration, though, comes through most strongly in a singular element, and that is the element of play. Levine writes, “[w]hat drew me to these writers was the playful, creative possibility of self-betrayal, of re-creating (in) language” (182). Behind this possibility is an irreverence for the original, a refusal to see it as superior or untouchable. Levine’s work, then, of closelaboration, approaches Jacques Brault’s work of “non-translation”⁷: both subvert the notion that an original is always best – that translations are always poorer ‘copies.’ In Levine’s case, playfulness and expansion of the original were possible because she was working intimately with authors who delighted in the deviance of language, and who saw “their originals already as translations of texts and traditions as well as of realities” (8). She describes the connection she felt with Cabrera Infante at their first meeting, already “bandying words,” recognizing with delight their mutual love of manipulating language: “(S)wordplay was our communal, if not sacred, ground” (x, 22). If resonance means to feel connected to a person, work, or idea through recognizing a similar current in oneself, then the resonance between Levine and Cabrera Infante was present from this first meeting. The correspondence that ensued is a further testament to the closeness, and the playfulness, between them⁸.

---

⁷ Jacques Brault, Poèmes des quatre côtés.
⁸ With Jean-François Beauchemin, the resonance I felt in reading his works of fiction was strengthened and took on a new shape when I began to correspond with him. I encountered in him an openness and a warmth which encouraged me to search even more deeply into the passages I was translating. His receptiveness to this correspondence placed me, as a reader, in a position of great privilege, able to ask anything I wanted about the meaning of phrases or his choices of words and names; as a translator our exchange has been an
Closelaboration depends upon versatility of the original, creativity of the translator (and the author), mutual willingness to engage in the process, and to a certain degree it depends upon non-attachment to the original: the translation is a new form of a work that exists in a universe where change is constant. The process of translation through closelaboration is an echo or a furthering of the act of writing, as Levine expresses here: “The translation process mirrored the process of writing the original, Cabrera Infante adding a parody here, a pun there up to the very last minute” (24). Literary translation becomes a creative act that is “synonymous” with writing itself, including comparable deliberations over word choices and a similarly broad span for creation (90).

JACQUES BRAULT

Jacques Brault’s book Poèmes des quatre côtés is a collection of his “non-translations” (“nontraductions”). The book is divided into four sections of poetry corresponding to the four directions, alternating with passages of reflection, or commentary, on the process of nontraduction. There are several ways in which Brault challenges the limits of translation, and shows his process to be a creative, responsive one.

His appellation of the process “non-translation” is the first signal that his work will challenge the limits of translation. Brault will engage with texts of the four poets he has chosen and not translate them: “Traduire, mais sans traduire” (32). By beginning with this negation, he paves the way for the slew of binary opposites that inform the first
section of commentary (on page 14: “ouverte et fermée,” “angoisse heureuse,” “menace et [...] rassurance,” “l’autre et le même”). These pairs of terms describe the conflict which precedes creation. The creative act in this case is non-translation. The name suggests a rejection of the conventions—which could also be called the limits—of translation. Non-translation separates itself from tradition through its inherent negation.

Brault rejects the idea that an original is categorically superior to its (non)translation. The ‘originals’ informing this series of poems are not cited until the end of the book. Like the name “non-translation,” this reversal—physically placing the ‘translation’ before the ‘original,’ and rejecting these designations—puts a spin on our expectations, pushes us past previous limits. He revolts against the original, and against all “pré-jugés” of philosophy (such as Plato’s pre-existent, unchanging forms); a work is not literary, he writes, if it is immutable—it must have a flexibility that the concept of ‘original’ does not allow for (33). Creativity is essential to the process of non-translation. To imitate or reproduce a work of literature through conventional translation proves perilous for both that work and the translated piece (32). If a translated text imitates the text it is inspired by, “il perd le meilleur de lui-même – l’autre qui de jour et de nuit se fait son hôte, l’acceuil et le revêle à son inconnaisance” (32). While Brault is certainly not ‘sourcier’ in his thinking, his practice is carried out with respect for the poems that inform his non-translations. In the contrelote his tone even leads us to think that his ideology has reflections of Henri Meschonnic’s concept of the “poétique” of a work of literature. The poétique of a text is its particular logic or poetics (in both poetry and prose) as well as the logic and poetics of the language it is written in, and encompasses several elements, notably recurrent themes and words, and rhythm (Meschonnic 214).
Respecting these in translation can mean, at times, privileging the poétique above the meaning. Brault gives the example of a particularly sonorous passage of poetry that is degraded through a literal rendition (in the same language) and respected yet altered in a Hungarian (non)translated version that maintains the rhythm and repetition of sounds (92). It is possible, even without understanding Hungarian, to see how the poétique has been respected— the rhyme and repetition of sound that visibly hold the original piece together are clearly recreated.

The passages of commentary, which read like stream-of-consciousness musings, always hold an element of poetry. Brault writes with the presence of a Zen Buddhist\(^9\), the political and linguistic alertness of a francophone in Québec, and with the questioning, image-bound language of a poet. That he is a poet is evident from his other works, but it is palpable here in his commentary as well. In the same way that a poem might circle a central point with carefully selected words and images, Brault spirals around the idea of non-translation, narrowing in until, through suggestions, negations, and meditations, we too have an idea of what it is to non-translate. He writes: “Nontraduire; se décentrer. Le coeur sur la main et la main au coeur,” and we have a sense of both displacement of self and reciprocal motion (also, perhaps, of something deeply felt—or heartfelt) (16). The second section is particularly rich in images. In this chapter we get a glimpse of the agony of the non-translator, caught now in the antagonism of the dualistic elements listed in the first section, the conflict that precedes creation. “La pluie bafouille à la fenêtre. Novembre aux doigts, au coeur un gris-froid [] Lequel des deux résiste a l’autre, le texte

---

\(^9\) I am referring in particular to his discussion of silence on page 52—a true silence that we have not yet learned, that is more than the absence of sounds. Within this space of true silence there would be no need for translation. He implies interconnectedness, or oneness (here and elsewhere in the book) which is a central premise of Zen Buddhism.
ou moi? Je me lève. J’ouvre la fenêtre. On me crache à la figure” (32). It is a poetic device to use images to illustrate an idea or an emotion, as Brault does here, setting a stormy backdrop to his struggle. He poeticizes the act of non-translation, and this injection of poetry into the process marks it as creative; also, it places non-translation a step beyond conventional limits. And, of course, it is poetry that he chooses to non-translate.

Though there are distinct differences between his sensibility and that of each of the four poets whose work he draws upon, it is the points of overlap, or resonance, that pull him to non-translate them. Writing of John Haines in the contrenote, Brault states that he knows hardly anything about the Alaskan landscape that informs Haines’ poetry - “mais l’hiver, le silence et la solitude, je les connais, comme plusieurs, et encore mieux l’effroi subtil qui perce à coups d’aiguilles froides la plus solide espérance au premier vrai matin d’avril” (89). Brault’s resonance with Haines’ work stems from the familiar that he recognizes within the foreign, and it is from this place of sympathetic vibration that he is pulled to respond. He writes of being opened by the poetry of e. e. cummings (“cette poésie très rhétoricienne m’a ouvert comme une blessure et me rouvre sans cesse au bonheur du plus pur lyrisme” [89-90]). The action inherent in being opened can be compared to the motion of feeling ‘moved’ by poetry. This is the place from which the impulse to respond comes. The place of response, which is inspired by resonance, has its roots beyond the limits of translation.
ERIN MOURÉ

Erin Mouré extends the network of referents in Fernando Pessoa’s poems to include elements of her own life, through the intimate process of “transelation.” The little red ‘e’ on the cover of *Sheep’s Vigil by a Fervent Person* is a little wink telling the reader that this translation goes beyond the usual limits, a nudge that testifies to the spirit of the work: a transelation, written with exuberance, “exorbitance,” “as if translation were the performance of an exhorbitant body” (“Hi! Fidelity” 1). The red ‘e’ also creates a gap – a concept I will return to – within the body of the word “translation.”

*Sheep’s Vigil by a Fervent Person* is Mouré’s inventive translation of Fernando Pessoa’s (a.k.a. Alberto Caeiro) collection of poems entitled *O Guardador de Rebanhos*. In Mouré’s introduction to the book, she writes of her own tremendous enthusiasm, moments of “excessive” movement when she worked (as Pessoa) quickly and prolifically, “in a sort of ecstasy,” translating his lines and adding her own (“Hi! Fidelity” 3; *Sheep’s Vigil* viii). “I did not ‘intend’ to translate *O Guardador*. I intended to read it. I started ‘translating’ without goal and without aim, making words in English to incarnate, alongside the text, my own surprise and pleasure, and my own readerly sitedness in time and culture” (“Hi, Fidelity!” 2). Mouré’s engagement with the text was personal, her responses coming from a place of enjoyment – and of resonance – as she drew close to Pessoa’s words.

The translator has a privileged relationship to the text, one that goes beyond the relationship of a reader, and it is a deeply intimate one. “The translator reads in the desire to join with what she reads, placing the life of the poem thoroughly within her own, discovering how each entering word modifies that life” (Jane Hirshfield 60). As Mouré
states, “[a] practice of reading is always embodied” (“Hi! Fidelity” 1). A practice of translation is even more so. In Mourié’s case, the poems of Pessoa have entered her life – have become embodied – to such an extent that, in transelation, they become poems about the place where she is and the thoughts that she has there (“What I’d give to be the creek under the road at No Frills / So that people could sense water on the way to the laundromat”), and the characters in her own life – like the neighbour on Winnett Avenue who “throws lasagna to the crows” (55; 79). Mourié’s transelation transposes the work – geographically, from Portugal to Toronto; linguistically, from Portuguese to English; and subjectively, from Pessoa to Mourié. More precisely: from Alberto Caeiro – one of Pessoa’s several heteronyms – to Eirin Moure, Mourié’s alter(ed) ego engaged with this book. One can see in these transpositions a movement in which, through the writing of the text-in-response, the two (texts, places, languages, personalities) approach, touch and superpose each other, like transparencies, such that the original is visible through the transelation but is unmistakably transformed. We can see Mourié and Pessoa “suffusing and being suffused by” each other: Mourié’s casual wit shines through in exclamations like “hey, I’m born,” “[w]hat the heck” and “[m]y head’s wet” – in a kind of grounding she brings to lofty or esoteric thoughts, while Pessoa’s contemplation of things as things and ironic yet sincere meditations on the universe still pulse in the heart of the poems when they are placed against the backdrop of Toronto’s modern streets (Hirshfield 67; Mourié, Sheep’s Vigil 7, 3).

But what happens in those moments of blending identities, of transfer from one place to another – in the space between original and translation – and what is the nature
of the interval? This space – or gap\(^\text{10}\) – is the wordless site where the poem goes between
languages (the “inter-texte,” or “interlanguer,” in Jacques Brault’s words), shedding one
skin to step into another (\textit{Poèmes des quatre côtés} 69, 70). In relation to Brault, I argue
that the gap is the space where engagement occurs, and that this engagement is the
precursor to \textit{response}. Responding is also the nature of Mouré’s work in transelation. The
gap has a mysteriousness about it – it is neither one thing nor the other but the \textit{inbetween},
not made of words but wordless. It is not a space of logic: rather, of intuition. Sherry
Simon picks up on this when she says, of Mouré, that her transelations occur “presque
par hasard, dans un moment d’illumination,” and Hirshfield touches upon it when she
writes that translation is “a process of choice-making as mysterious and intuitive as
writing itself” (“\textit{Interférences créatrices}” 8; Hirshfield 62). Hirshfield’s suggestion that
there is a space beyond words where poets go to find the poem – before it becomes
embodied in words – indicates the gap as being the site of poetry itself. Translators have
a task that is synonymous with that of poets – to reach into the gap between languages
and texts, between known and unknown, to find the new written work.

The gap is the wellspring for creation. Simon writes,

\begin{quote}
Reading Mouré’s transelations, moving from left to right and back, invites
us to adopt her doubling habit of mind, and everywhere see the gap
between one thing and another, between what we see and what we do not
see – just as Erin Mouré sees Portuguese and imagines English, sees the
ugly parking lot and imagines the river flowing below. And this turn of
mind, this habit of doubling, comes to define a special kind of poetic
impulse – the impulse that uses what is given as a springboard to what does
not yet exist. This impulse we might call transitational, because it introduces a
permanent double consciousness” \textit{(Translating Montreal} 154).
\end{quote}

\(^{10}\) Interestingly, some would say this mysterious gap is accessed through a practice of having \textit{no} gap
between self and world – “[T]he Sung dynasty poet Yang Wan-Li” indicates “the Heart Sutra, the central
text of \textit{Zen}: ‘no eyes, no ears, no nose, no tongue, no body, no mind, no consciousness’” as a way of
illustrating his point about the poet’s direct engagement with the world (in Hirshfield, 57). This is an
engagement that is unmediated by even the senses – “abrupt, direct, total” (Mouré, \textit{Sheep’s Vigil}, viii).
Translation becomes a vehicle for creation, a stepping-off point for one's own poetry. Mouré's uses Pessoa's poems to further her own—"elle fait de la traduction un outil" ("Interférences créatrices" 7). It is brave work, following through on the creative impulse, from the shared intimacy with the original author's work, through the gap of engagement, to the place of response where the writer-translator gives something of herself back to the world.

CONCLUSION

As I have shown, resonance is at the heart of practices of creative response. P. K. Page and Alison Pick use the glosa and question and answer poems, respectively, to pay homage to writers whose work has moved them. In Transfiguration, Jacques Brault and E. D. Blodgett embrace the spirit of the renga (which seeks to repress individuality) and use reciprocal translation to advance their collective creation. My aim with this project is not so much to pay homage or repress my indiuviality as it is to acknowledge the connection between people, and to bring forth the writing that can be fuelled with resonance as the conduit.

Resonance in my own work takes the form of response, rather than collaboration, which is one way of distinguishing it from Suzanne Jill Levine’s work of “closelaboration.” The creative parts of my project are an extension of the act of literary translation: written pieces in response to the translated words of Jean-François Beauchemin. In this sense they are elaborations, but (and this is the crucial point of distinction between my work and Levine’s) my elaborations do not occur in the realm of
translation – the pieces have moved into the space of writing, linked to but not synonymous with the space of translation. When Levine writes that a translation is “a continuation of the original’s distant yet interpretive relationship to an unspoken network of referents,” I think of how the responses in my work will be a continuation of a network of thematic referents in *Turkana Boy* (memory, grief, simple miracles), extending Beauchemin’s work, taking it, in this sense, beyond the limits of translation, giving it continued life through a new glass – of loss, and of wonder (16).

It is in the space beyond translation that most of the work of response takes place. This points to the element of Jacques Brault’s process that comes closest to my ideas of resonance and response: his privileging of the “passage” – between ‘original’ and “non-translation” (94). This is a third space, an “inter-texte” and an “inter-langue” (69; 70). This third element, or space, is the very site of engagement – where engagement means to be in close dialogue with the text being (non)translated, and implies an affinity with this text. Engagement (or resonance – both are states of sympathetic vibration) is an integral part of non-translation, as it is an essential part of creative response.

My process of response begins, like Erin Mouré’s, during the course of reading, when Beauchemin’s words trigger my own memory and poetic mind, develops when I begin to translate, and culminates in my written response. In my project, one can point to the gap in the moments when the emotions that are evoked in my reading of *Turkana Boy* – “les grands chagrins” and “les grandes joies” – become embodied through the process of translation, coming inside where they “remue[nt] l’intérieur” and as his words touch on similar sensations and synapses in me, they awaken personal stories in response (Beauchemin, *Turkana Boy* cover). The mind is called to respond because the heart has been stirred.
note:

For this section of translation and creation, two separate works – one of translation, one of resonant response, accompany each other, with the translation appearing on the left hand pages, the creative work on the right. Though intimately linked, they do not always match each other step for step; and through the process of writing the responses, it became clear that the creative work was much more than ‘commentary’ on the translation – it was beginning to move towards becoming a distinct work. For this reason, each element (translation and creation) has its own title and distinct font.
Turkana Boy

1 – The Escaped Island

by Jean-François Beauchemin, Translated by Jessica Moore
Everything, Now

by Jessica Moore
To mark the place

No stone, no -
nothing

but the concrete and steel ties
of the railway bridge above

that terrible blind
corner

red tulips lain down
by the roadside

cracked glass jar for the candle that keeps
being put out by the rush of trucks
1. He took notes. All his life, Monsieur Bartolomé had done nothing but take notes. He gave titles to downpours, produced chapters in which ordinary things happened; in his stories he always wrote birds onto the first page. Sometimes he made books of these stories, in which people said they recognized the glimmerings of childhood. But this was too easy to say – he wasn’t interested in childhood – it had taken years for his own to hush a little and he preferred the bitter beauty of things. In his books there was always this misunderstanding: the children he described were not children, but adults, who still had a quality about them that could make you think of childhood but was in fact something completely different, something that had taken Monsieur Bartolomé a long time to name.

One day, reading over a few passages here and there, he realized that all the people in his stories had this in common: they were men and women who were waiting for some advent, solitary souls who couldn’t live without others, dreamers shattered by reality, lovers who didn’t know what to do with their intelligence, free beings imprisoned inside themselves. Then he understood why people saw so much of childhood in his writing: without realizing it, he had created a little society of maladjusted people who didn’t yet understand the world in which they lived. He had depicted beings who, in their own fashion, took notes for later, gave titles to the rains so that they might recognize them if they ever came back. But each rain was different and none fell on the world more than once – this was doubtlessly why Monsieur Bartolomé was so fascinated by them. This was also why he preferred birds. Because birds did come back, and always from afar, as though preceding humans in their ceaseless march towards the future.
He always wrote birds onto the first page.

Memory is a strange bird
allowing the world only in fragments:

shards of life, our stories -
the very stuff we are made of.

I am the keeper, now, Galen,
I hold them all.

Tonight as I write I will become the conjuror
and when I open my hands:

a thousand doves.
2. He had a young son. He was a calm child, full of silences, who played his games in the shadow of an immense elm planted in the yard, miraculous escapee of the big city's tentacles. The years, in those times, passed like the shadow of the elm over the young boy's back: light, long, cool, harboring the projects of birds.

The child had always said, "This tree is my brother." Then, one day, the elm had to be taken down — disease had invaded the leaves, the bark, and every other part of it. Workers came with chain saws. With his nose crushed against the window, Monsieur Bartolomé's son watched the branches give way one by one in the yard. Then the workers left. The child dragged his feet in the debris for an hour. For him, childhood ended there. Maybe that was his first sadness, who knows? But something else had fallen with the branches and lay now beneath his feet, in the dust of the tree that was now, and would always be, inconceivably smaller than him. The yard was inundated with light. It was the only time that he shouted insults at the sun.
3. Monsieur Bartolomé was hardly an expert on things of the sky. Human prayer, the leafy tops of tall trees, certain kinds of music as well: everything that had its place up there remained foreign to him, faraway. Monsieur Bartolomé's universe was made up of streets, houses, cars, chairs, notebooks, and loose change. He had been thrown in chains in a hold called Earth. So how to speak of this call for aerial things that resounded in him, of this space that unfurled itself, vast as a firmament? Because nothing, truly, is more anchored, more terrestrial than the body. How to name this light thing tied to the ballast of the limbs, the organs, the bones, and the blood? The soul? Was the soul, then, a sky tangled in every person?
So how to speak of this call for aerial things that resounded in him, of this space that unfurled itself, vast as a firmament?

I phoned Jim to ask: what was the story of Galen and the ladder?

When he was two, or maybe three, Galen was with his dad in the old barn at his grandfather's farm. There was a ladder that went up, oh, maybe forty feet, and Galen wanted to climb. Jim let him go — he wanted to see how far Galen's little legs would take him. Well, he went straight up — all the way to the top. Even then, even so young, he was pulled skyward.

In Mexico Galen and I climbed to the top of hills, churches, pyramids; on our last day I sat in a blue tiled restaurant with echoing ceilings, writing, while Galen climbed to the forty-fourth floor of the Torre Latinoamericana for one last, long, wide look at this wild city that stirred him to excitement, filling him with energy to create.

Was that the call of what resonated in him, vast and deep as a sky over Mexico city?
Was the soul, then, a sky tangled in every person?

Ghosts move through this house
with all the windows and all the doors open
they move in swathes
ribbons
thin cloth

Spaces we move in contain so much -
or, rather than containing, allow -
wind and motion,
silk sheaves blowing,
our own long-drawn souls.

This body is not a closed thing,
not the shell, but the room with windows,
simple vines gathering at the sill.

Come, come to the doorway,
I will show you my yellow room,
unbroken.

We need to give a wider berth to thoughts like love, or the soul.
Call them skies, then.

Galen writes: I have fallen, but it feels as though I am falling up into the wide open blue sky.

Come, sit, and I will tell you the story of the souls.
Imagine yourself moving in swathes
and when you reach the end of the path
carved out by leaving
someone is there waiting.

Imagine that you gather ghosts, like smooth stones,
or flowers - that you press your ear to the hull of ghostly evenings
and carry a basket for what you can collect there -
every time you turn to the window with the light pressure of a question in you -
another one.

Imagine that all those ghosts will be waiting, there, at the end.
Imagine that it will be beautiful.
You can close the windows in the yellow room now,
and the door behind you.
We need to give a wider berth to thoughts like the soul, or love.

Galen writes: *I feel as though we are connected on other planes that I know little of.*

Galen asks in a moment hard as a stick: *Do you think we would lose each other if we weren't together? That's not much faith.*

I have moved into a new apartment in Montreal,
painted my room pale yellow.

On days when there is a little wind, I open
all the windows and all the doors,
allow this motion.
4.

And besides, the sky didn't usually mix with the Earth. But it happened sometimes that — the dawn's colours stretching out further than usual — the world rushed towards the sky and blended with it. This mixture painted the image of the hours to come, announcing a rare concordance of things terrestrial and celestial. At those times, the highways overtook the sun. A plane passed, dreaming of roads. Houses became animated, baptized by a rain. Then it was twilight: in the angled rooftops of the bell towers, the windowpanes fell asleep. Leaning against his window, Monsieur Bartolomé bathed his face in the last light. The park was watched over by stars, those islands.
And besides, the sky didn't usually mix with the Earth. But it happened sometimes that – the dawn's colours stretching out further than usual – the world rushed towards the sky and blended with it.

In San Cristobal every shade was intensified. We walked in that thinner air, close to the sky. You took photos of me and of the light.

We chose to spend a day apart – then were exasperated and happy to chance upon each other at a church on a high hill.

Evening turned,
sudden as pigeons.

Prayer flags white on the sky
like flickering wings,

light paused –

the church dome bathed
orange, raving, exultant,

that last outpouring of deep sun
violet clouds roiling forward.
5. His hands were like soldiers coming home from conquered countries: recognizable only by the wounds written on their sides. His hands were caverns, hoarding their shadows and leaving people to their late evening lanterns. His hands were valleys hemmed in by dreams: one could hear in them the far off echo of gestures made long before. His hands were cities with metered lights, with market stalls of schedules, and with people at their windows.

Water threaded between his fingers until it was no more than a glove of dreams: soon his hand closed again over this fleeting stuff that already existed only because of the fever it had just eased. But bread was different, and always left something behind: a white veil lay over his skin, torn here and there by dips and swells, the undulations of the palm. The ocean, boats, had passed this way. Monsieur Bartolomé liked that his hand was the landscape of these things. He liked that bread and water passed over it, leaving a trace as tangible as a snowfall of flour, as barely visible as a sated thirst.
His hands were like soldiers coming back from conquered countries: recognizable only by the wounds written on their sides.

I have a photograph of your hand. It is just this, just your hand, swaddled in bandage and glove. You took the photo yourself after having split your palm and the tough tender web between thumb and forefinger on the edge of a metal shelf. You bandaged it, and then you finished the job. The shelf was assembled when I came home and the glove was still over the wound. I remember the pride shining in you – so quietly – as in all your proud moments. I felt it too. Pride in what your body could do, how, even wounded, it carried on. A soldier who created instead of destroying, builder of bicycles and shelves. A few days later you pinned the photograph up on the wall. When the rest of us went through your things (only a month later) I pulled it down and slid it between the pages of a book.

His hands were caverns, hoarding their shadows and leaving people to their late evening lanterns.

Mornings when the dark was just beginning to peel back you were up already beside the huge window. Holding your cup of strong coffee, standing in the space that you kept clear for taking portraits and for thinking, looking out over train tracks and trees. Like you were gathering yourself up for each day, storing the best energy until it expanded within and lifted you, like a breath, up into the world. You would pull a chair over to the loft where I slept, stand on it on tiptoe to reach your hand over and touch my hair, saying, every time, bye sweetie, have a good day, the words lilting in the rises and valleys of your voice. I always wanted to say, don’t go.

His hands were valleys hemmed in by dreams: one could hear in them the far off echo of gestures made long before.

I have another photograph. It is us in front of the pyramid at Chichen Itza, two years ago now, exhausted from the sun; your hand has moved my hair aside, your fingers press gently into the angle where my neck meets my shoulder, your fingers are long and beautiful. Just before this we walked beside the wall of skulls and then inside the pyramid where I was terrified, weighed down as though a dark dream pressed angrily on the centre of my chest. I don’t look at this photo now – I had to put it away, you understand. I can feel it too clearly, looking at it; I can want them too ferociously, those hands, to gather me up into days that are longer, now.
6.

In his youth he had, just like his son, chosen silence. Still so young, he hadn't been able to make an ally of it — it was too soon. But already he could feel that a day would come when his brow, his hands and his steps would grow a little quieter. Then something would begin — the height of youth would be over. As he waited he learned to recognize the first signs of the inward turning to come. Because he was still little, he didn't attribute much importance to these things: the wind climbing the walls and blowing evilly, the hours that passed over things with the sounds of ends to come. Already it seemed to him that when boats left the ports it was with low voices.

And now that that was done, now that childhood, adolescence and the first years of adulthood had passed, something was coming - he could feel it.
7.

He remembered evenings like the hulls of ships. He descended to them like trees to their roots and pressed his ear to their iron, gathering, as though he were filling a basket. There he had his refuges from the planet's noise. There he saw riverbanks teeming with newborn animals impatient to run. At the window of his house was no bird seeking the wind, only the moon clinging onto its dark side. In the hours when the window-washer rested, Monsieur Bartolomé went out and wrote on the walls of the city the two questions he would carry with him all his life, beneath his jacket: Will I have been a good inhabitant of the earth? Whose student will I have been?
AT THE WINDOW OF HIS HOUSE WAS NO BIRD SEEKING THE WIND, ONLY THE MOON CLINGING ONTO ITS DARK SIDE.

I come to the country now without you and the nights are long, my body waiting for something impossible, a pearl in the night’s long shadows, a horizon marked by a light that won’t leave. Birds have been here. This morning I came downstairs and saw it on the sill: the young grouse, its head flung back, its body soft and still and surrounded by shards of glass from the windowpane. The violence of its death scattered all around. There must have been no moon, that night.

But why was it flying so low? And what dream was it following, when it crashed?

These questions clamor, but tiredly, slower than the moths gathering now at the lamp. Tonight there is no bird, just this limp body and the shadow, or sky, or soul that sits near it, that still begs these questions as though they are crumbs that might sustain it on its sojourn into darkness, if darkness is where dead birds go. Follow me, it says.

And I have a dark, eager, unbridled thought to follow this ghost bird.

Can you take me to Galen?
In the hours when the window-washer rested, Monsieur Bartolomé went out and wrote on the walls of the city the two questions he would carry with him all his life, beneath his jacket: ‘Will I have been a good inhabitant of the earth? Whose student will I have been?’

Jacques folds me under his wing like a sheaf of water from a long rain, rain that has been falling since yesterday. Galen died yesterday. Today would have been his thirtieth birthday. When Jacques hugs me, then, now, his belly meets me first, round and sure, and for one moment I am lifted – into a different life, a life lived vigorously – in spite of all there is to lose. It is a blessing, being lifted; his long fingers are plant stems, robust tomato shoots vivified by the rooftop sun. He, too, was widowed young. His long fingers come together in prayer position and he tells me his Buddhist name – illustrated in this gesture of bringing the hands together – it means taking the good with the not-so-good, accepting the dark with the light. And so, quite simply, Jacques became my teacher (he would say, ‘dharma friend’). I only ever saw two drops fall from Jacques’ eyes – two tears in the kitchen and then his heart turned to the rest of us, we had tears enough.

Jacques, will I, too, have been a good inhabitant of the earth?

Jacques told me once to ride my own horses. I knew it meant that he admired me, and would protect me, like a father. I step into sun with Jacques, I taste wine differently, I am young, I am brimming with life, I am able to heal, I am sad, I am everything.

In the hours before the garbage trucks trundle through, someone paints the town blue. A brick here, a pothole there, the same incommensurable open sky blue. Someone light as the bones of a bird, sure as the shadow of a tall elm. Galen’s good friend takes me out to show me these signs of a life lived lightly. You couldn’t help but be happy, I say, painting sky-holes, painting blue bits, painting the town secretly just to show the rest of us a little window of absurdity. It’s not even absurd, it’s so – elemental, this blue – but who would think? Whether it perplexes or delights, it has opened something – for a moment – just a crack.

This seems to be what everything is coming to be about.

Galen knew this well in his own work. I remember speaking with him about creating an opening with art, lying on the grass at the garden. I remember the angle of his body and the feeling that something was being opened up before me. I was both excited and made shy by his conviction. I didn’t need to be. In his own work seriousness came hand in hand with great playfulness. With his friends, he would step into a space of constant invention, they could make anything, and this is why I call him a true artist, because he knew his place in the world and he knew that the world is a playground.

Will I have been a good inhabitant of the earth?

Will I have learned about the cracks, the darknesses and the bravery needed?
Something crouches in the space between door and wall, in the hollow behind the ribs. Its soundlessness is loud as a bowl. It draws the dark to it and the dark comes fast. When it moves it is quick black oil in a river – if I could be a river too I would coil away but those spaces I speak of, door and wall, hollow behind the ribs, those are inside me. That darkness is my own. So, I hold my ground, this little earth of me, for all its inhabitants. Jacques laughs with his eyes open wide, wide, when I say, I can’t be afraid of my own darknesses, they’re mine.

**Will I have learned about love, and tucking the mosquito net in?**

A mosquito is whining that mad long thin sound, threatening, and I tuck the corners of the mosquito net in. We are inside, Galen and I. Thirty steps from our door the ocean shushes, shunts pebbles and shells, forth and back. Thirty strokes more and the black craggy rock arches up between the waves, pools of unimaginables in all its crannies. I climb with him up out of the bed, part the mosquito nets. The sun teases out the salt on our skin so there are a hundred hotter points as we walk. I am a universe of salty stars fallen into the ocean, walking with my lover. I am a universe, I hold it inside. Over the craggy rock we both realize flip-flops were not so practical, laughing as we slip-slide down. There is a photo, two, three, taken there on the other side of that great divide: San Agustinillo to Mazunte. Both of us together, separate gleams in our eyes illuminating the same thing.

**Whose student will I have been?**

I have been the student of loss, student of cracks and chaos. I have been a student of wise and maddening dreams, of the real measure of a day – they are not so long. I have been a student of the light, the way it walks across this floor growing longer, the way it still offers itself up from lakes and snow and pale grasses even when the sun has gone down. I have been a student of connections that go far beyond this low-rise building to places I don’t have the maps for. A student of spirit; of each moment.

Jacques gave me and keeps giving me the gift of opening eyes heart mind mouth arms everything to the present. It’s all you can do. I asked for a miracle and there was none, there were a thousand. I wanted earth shaking and things crashing down, I wanted reversal. I wanted Galen to come back – I got the radiance of sun against west end buildings at 5:00, and dreams where he spoke to me but still the distance between us gaped. The lesson of loss is the hardest one. It is the most elemental.

The miracles we are allowed are small – *they don’t open the ocean, but they can open the heart*. Canoeing away from the island where he had scattered his wife’s ashes all those years before, Jacques looked back, and there, falling from the sky, coming down by the hundreds, thousands, only just there in the air above the island: white snowflakes shifting, falling like a benevolent hand just there on that ground and nowhere else, for him.
8.

At night, he got up to watch the rain, its narrow dance. The sky then was no longer the same – all the streaks of light had left, and there was nothing left overhead but the slow bellies of whales trailing their spray. This fell to earth like a night, and Monsieur Bartolomé thought to himself: The rain is always a night upon the night. He had always loved this somewhat fearful marriage of rain and the night, this union of elusive things that – in the deepest hours – descend upon us. He would stay at the window for a long time, upright like the drops; he didn’t know how to explain this miracle of water that rises above everything and then falls again like the tears of heavy animals.
AT NIGHT, HE GOT UP TO WATCH THE RAIN, ITS NARROW DANCE. [...] HE DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO EXPLAIN THIS MIRACLE OF WATER THAT RISES ABOVE EVERYTHING AND THEN FALLS AGAIN LIKE THE TEARS OF HEAVY ANIMALS.

Two years ago on May 10th the lightning pulled me out of bed to watch. The sky was strangely calm, the air almost noiseless in spite of bursts and bolts striking through pale clouds some miles away to the south. I had a thought to call a cab and watch the storm with Galen from his expanse of window – a thunderstorm would be a better reason than most – but his window faced north, and it was late. On May 12th, Galen was killed.

Now, this October, a cold rain that feels like November, pooling where my rain cape ends and before my boots begin in dark cold patches of denim. I watch the way the patterns of rain and wind crisscross over the surface of the water.

But it is the sound of water more than the sight that carries me away, swirls and somehow is the culmination of all things, all thoughts. And I think of what a friend of mine said, how she held a dead bird in the palm of her hand in the forest and it became all death, all things dying. I think of the way water has of moving, endlessly and unconsciously. The way water can carry you away and simultaneously call you back to yourself, as though you had never left, your blood moving like red and blue birds in the mornings.
9.

Things, objects, inspired in him the highest respect. The hammered stone, outlined with fire, that in ancient times gave rise to human beings and their skyward omens. Tables whose cloths conjured dreams and feasts. Ink that cracked over words. Even this paper that led them, folded, to his few readers. This chair where he sat for a moment's rest. All the spades driven into the ground, delving into the rich earth of the vegetable gardens. The coat embracing the body. The window where thoughts were composed in the lovely order of half-closed lashes. The lamp, the lamp that he carried in his fist, its light always leaning towards evening.
Things, objects, inspired in him the highest respect. Tables whose cloths conjured dreams and feasts.

At Rush Cove with your parents on a late summer afternoon we conjured wooden horses and old doors, laid them out end to end and threw cloths over them, set some thirty places. Then we snuck away to your cabin and time and the light slipped away from us in delirious strokes, moving in the loft to the rhythm of oars on a shaded river, curving past reeds and rushes and the slap of waves into inlets where no one would find us. There was a moon and the murmur of voices rising to a clamor in the field as we came closer. Lamb sausages on the grill, arugula and pear salad in bowls, pickled wild leeks in vinegar and maple syrup. With red cheeks and starry eyes, we joined the feast.

The window where thoughts were composed in the lovely order of half-closed lashes.

Back in the city, you still craved open space. The window was your main reason for choosing the studio apartment, and so you understood well when I felt the lack of a view in my house on Lansdowne Avenue. For my birthday you promised me a large format photograph from our Mexico trip – a view for your wall. You had me choose. I decided on the sea and the ruins at Tulum, spun with sun and fresh open space – then you died, before printing it.

A hundred times you stood at that window, a thousand, looking out to where your thoughts composed themselves, in the open space above the limits of our enclosure, above the train tracks, the roads, and the treetops that moved gently, wisely, as though they might reveal some secret.

The lamp, the lamp that he carried in his fist, its light always leaning towards evening.

Arriving at Rush Cove again after dark, we fill our arms with blankets, food, the guitar, and follow the dark path carved out by years of contemplation, years of quiet gratitude for this place. The Coleman lantern is in your hand – its light leans forward, creating a pact between us and the night.
10. 

Every day was like a new land. Monsieur Bartolomé approached each
one like a sailor dropping anchor on the fringes of an island, feeling like
he was taking possession of a world both open and closed, free and
captive: surrounded by a sea. More than anything, the solitude of that
world seduced him. With the exception of his son, whose presence he
always tried to prolong, he wished that others would leave him to his
retreat so that he could continue to build inside himself, according to his
own plans, the dwelling place he had begun one day, he couldn’t remember
when. This had nothing to do with misanthropy. Simply he needed the kind
of insular withdrawal that he could only find within himself. Most often
he went there to find peaceful coves, calm and affable crabs, and
nourishing, washed up hulls.

He had read, in his early years, the extraordinary adventure of
Robinson Crusoe. One thing had struck his imagination more than any
other detail of the text: that this time away from almost all other
civilization could have been a source of such unhappiness for the famous
castaway. Because Robinson, wishing relentlessly for an end to his
confinement on the island, did not rest until the crew of a vessel,
appearing finally on the shore, delivered him from the hell fate had
thrown him in some twenty-eight years earlier. Why this despair? Monsieur
Bartolomé had wondered when he was 11, turning the pages of this
fabulous book for the first time, this cornerstone of his human career.
He never saw in that character, recluse among recluses, anything but the
most fortunate of men. A free man, or almost: surrounded by himself, only
himself.
11.

Some evenings, the wind roped the buildings together and hauled the city away like a boat on waves. Except that it was a strange voyage, full of movement, yes, but a movement that was quickly aborted: the city resisted, anchored to its burrows of light.

The child had been put to bed and had fallen asleep, entrusted to the care of a good and generous neighbour, and now Monsieur Bartolomé left the house for an adventure in the streets. He fell in with the crowd. Not that he was seeking a sense of belonging — that would have been a sign linking him to humanity, and he felt so little relation to it. His quest was elsewhere, halfway, it seemed to him, between sky and earth. He slipped the reins through the harness of the stars.

Bit by bit, the city forged halos of light — the first bright bands gathered on landings. Crowds pressed together on street corners: there stood the portrait of a century. Then it was the hour when the high towers lit up. At their feet, the boulevards were spliced by steamers, sparkling and upright. Taxis carried young people unballasted of their deaths to board them, docking at forests of buildings. Tides stopped at red lights. He walked in this night of noises and disreality, in this sea of faces, bodies, laughter, light and words. His face was reflected in the windows. The hours passed, the night did its job.

In the end, the rising dawn enlisted Monsieur Bartolomé. Ads dozed in the windowpanes. A streetlamp coughed and went out. Once, he had read on the front page of the newspaper: God is Dead. But what did that matter to him — God and his biting wing, his deaf silence? Time resounded in the years like water in parched jars. Monsieur Bartolomé was young.
Once, he had read on the front page of the newspaper: God is dead. But what did that matter to him, God and his biting wing, his deaf silence? Time resounded in the years like water in parched jars.

Galen, I have lost the universe. Two summers ago I stood under a sky stark and beautiful enough to make you believe but I was as far from it as the moon is from the earth, and I was as cold as that white moon spangled with ruffled clouds.

Rush Cove was lost to me, too. Magical land with its lime-green mossed-over boulders. The land where you found me. Where the path to your cabin became familiar, its white birches, its contours, the flat stone that rocks slightly with a low sound each time we step on it. The cabin too, its three walls of wood and one of stone, the ledge where we stashed dried figs and chocolate. The land where your silences became familiar, and mine to you – became something we shared, like water or a rolled cigarette. What is that land without you? Bleached bones. Flotsam.

At one time I read in the pages of my mind this story – the legend of your cabin’s fourth wall:

O-ne-sha the Mover was restless: it was in his nature and his name. So this day was no different from other days when he pushed between the trees and leaves and even through the stones down at the beach, always in motion, carrying this-or-that from here-to-there. He would pick up a seed from one part of the forest and bring it over to another, where it had the chance to grow into a new tree; or he would use his hands, big and flat as twenty paddles together, and with a come-and-go motion, whip the lake into waves. And sometimes, down there on the sheer smooth sheets of rock just below the water – those pale shelves that crane out into the cold waters of Georgian Bay – sometimes the water would sway beneath the motion of his hands to reveal a large boulder, shaped like this-or-that animal, and O-ne-sha would take a liking to it, as a magpie to a glint of mica. Then he would wade out a little further in the cold clear waters, clasp the boulder in his arms, and carry it back up to the land, between the needle trees, stepping up the cliff like a stair, and into the leaved tree woods where the sun was the painter of patterns on the forest floor. He would walk with his treasure until he chose a spot to put it down – he never paused after changing a stone’s place, just ambled off to move something else. (And so he was more like your shifting, restless brother than like you, because you would have taken time to sit and ponder the change, and to listen to the forest, where there are always a hundred noises).

This is how the boulder that is the fourth wall of your cabin came to be there: O-ne-sha saw a stone like a bear hunched over, and when he walked up the hill he came to the hollow in the land – a tiny valley like the palm of a hand – and that is where he left it. That is where – many, many days and storms and seeds and waves and thoughts and years and dreams later, you came upon it: that same gentle cleft, that same humble stone, sleeping there, and you chose that spot, just as O-ne-sha did.
On the day you died the landscape was different. No leaf-patterns or magic boulders, oh no, only pavement and steel ties.

I have this to say, only this: that there was no God, no Mover on that day – there were none, or they all turned their backs or tripped while carrying some heavy stone, or forgot, stirring the water with their giant, useless hands. Closing their eyes in their deaf silence. On that day there was a moment that was a mistake, a moment when love left a hole big enough for some nameless gasping chaos to reach in and wrench you away.

And now I move, I am restless as O-ne-sha, with this one question in my arms:

What can it be, this life, that gave me such abundance and then stole it all away?
Poets, among others, made the abdomen a symbol of fertility — of all beginnings. It seemed to Monsieur Bartolomé that, on the contrary, death had made its nest in his belly. His end was resting inside him. Wasn’t the abdomen the first place that nourishment went, the receptacle on which all life depended, and, upon leaving the world, didn’t it determine what would come next — didn’t it even program the end? There, in the hollows and folds, a sun was in slow decline; one day, burnt down to ashes, it would breathe white into his hair, and little by little the sureness of his step would grow cold. Something lay there — a reminder of the brevity of days: yesterday, Monsieur Bartolomé had been a child; now here he was, an adult. From the beginning death had been placed in the center of his body like an important message written in the middle of the page. So for him, the poets were mistaken: the abdomen was not the synonym of beginnings. In fact, he felt that it was exactly the opposite. I came into existence beginning with death, he often said to himself. All the time that would pass from his birth onward would be charged with this singular reality. Each day he thought to himself: it’s at the end that I will be born.
Each day he thought to himself: it's at the end that I will be born.

And if death was just another door?

A friend dreamed that she followed you through a doorway to a place where she could not stay. It was full of the most incredible music, she said.
She said you were surrounded.
She said there was light.
13.

Laws were written on walls, packages, and street signs, in the
courts, at customs, and on street corners. They didn’t mean much to him;
he went to places where more interesting things awaited: he sat on
terraces and watched the slow-growing edifice of cars, stretching out
alongside the crowds. He liked these crowds too, loaded with souls and
haste, swelling with eccentric pregnancies. On high-perched roofs, cranes
approached the flocks contained within the clouds. Their metal ate the
height in mouthfuls, bit at the real like the dawn at a fruit. A rain
descended, threw its fiber on the world. Suddenly, a flight of coal:
darkness. The skyscrapers fell into the lake to the right of Ursa Major.
These were the days of Monsieur Bartolomé on earth, his gaze turned
towards the light.
Suddenly, a flight of coal: darkness.

When I wrote to you a week after you died it was because I wanted to help you in some way to cross over. I didn’t need to unburden myself; I needed to give you something concrete and essential of me, though I realized the madness of physicality.

The postcard I chose was one you would have liked. It had a bicycle on the front. The day was impossibly bright as I stood at the window of your apartment with a box of matches, a thin slab of marble as my hearth. I held a corner of the card and watched it bend and twist with orange, blue and black, reducing itself to whiteness.

I tipped the marble out the open casement. Suddenly, a flight of ashes: dazzling. The back of my neck prickled as the air filled with this silver flight, particles that paused and shifted in midair, lifting rather than falling, magic, sparkling with life like poplar leaves in sun.
AND THEN ONE DAY, SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENED.

Monsieur Bartolomé lost his son. On that day, the child, now twelve years old, disappeared without a trace. No one saw him again. Did he run away? Was he kidnapped? Was there an accident? No one knew for certain.

There was an investigation, of course; leads were followed, all of which proved false. The neighbour who sometimes looked after him was questioned. Nothing showed in her apart from that sort of distress that invades the features and is, one might say, the face’s translation of great sorrows rising from the depths of being. In short, whatever the cause, the child’s disappearance remained a mystery.

On that day, for Monsieur Bartolomé, youth died. On that day, the house died. In the street, the neighbours lowered their eyes as they passed, sensing that just there, so close, Monsieur Bartolomé was crying all around the little bed. On that day, the city died, and on that day, half of everything died. Monsieur Bartolomé was like a book unmasted. He had just lost the greatest part of himself, everything that, for twelve years, had made of him a human being among human beings.
AND THEN ONE DAY, SOMETHING TERRIBLE HAPPENED.

I was in my new hot pink kitchen listening to Billie Holiday (I got a man, crazy for me...) and stirring green onions in a pan when the doorbell rang.

I was expecting you. I stepped quickly, lightly down the hallway, rushing to greet you.

Galen was killed in a bike accident.

ON THAT DAY, FOR MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ, YOUTH DIED.

What of all our plans, what about my young life? I'm not supposed to know this grief, not yet, learning a crone's lessons while I still want to be a maiden.

On that day the land died – beautiful brave place where we found each other, where we would have been going, three days later.

ON THAT DAY, THE CITY DIED, AND ON THAT DAY, HALF OF EVERYTHING DIED.

Every five blocks of this city there is a place that holds another memory of you. My own body is a reminder of you.

Monsieur Bartolomé was like a book unmasted. He had just lost the greatest part of himself, everything that [...] had made of him a human being among human beings.
In the months that followed, he left the city many times and went walking in the forests where the bustle of intersections and grand avenues couldn't reach him. Because Monsieur Bartolomé often thought of the tree the child had so loved, and even more often, of the sky that stood over it through the years. He wouldn't have known how to say why, but it was clear that he needed this sky now, resting on the tops of trees like a benevolent hand blessing them.

He wandered like this for long hours through the fields, on the pathways, and in the shade of the woods. Dust from the paths inscribed his age on his ankles. Often, nothing moved — even the leaves hung from branches as though from coat hangers. In the groves, animals dreamed their grammar of shadows. Then — all of a sudden — clouds of birds would pass, as though they had just been reminded of their task. He thought of the Sunday when the child had been seen for the last time. Suddenly things had been more serious than usual. It would always be so, from that moment onward.

When he got home, he struggled to find sleep, and when, broken with fatigue, he finally sank into it, he often dreamed a strange dream. His dog, who had died years earlier, was running towards him. At the same moment that he felt the big yellow paws of the animal in his hands, Monsieur Bartolomé raised his eyes and saw his son smiling on the doorstep of the house. The child was holding a large ball in his arms and one might have said that the ball was his whole life, held, held back like that between his two small arms, too short still.

Upon waking, this thought stayed for a long time in Monsieur Bartolomé's grieving mind: We say of certain things that they are unspeakable, but I don't believe it. Aren't languages invented by humans?
So they are both made of the same stuff. One day I will know the words to describe the extraordinary joy, mixed with sorrow, that I felt again last night.
HE THOUGHT OF THAT SUNDAY WHEN THE CHILD HAD BEEN SEEN FOR THE
LAST TIME. SUDDENLY THINGS HAD BEEN MORE SERIOUS THAN USUAL. IT
WOULD BE THAT WAY, ALWAYS.

The last time I saw you it was a day with sun, cars, bikes, people. I walked between market
stalls as though through a church or a forest, stopped in the shade of an empanada shop. I
was handing my money over the counter when I looked out and saw you: unexpected,
bright, alert, turning your wheels slowly, taking time to look around.
You caught my eye and winked.
I slipped out and kissed you with eyes alight, as though chancing upon you, kissing you,
there, on your bike, in the middle of the market street, was the most ordinary thing in the
world. It was – the most blessedly ordinary thing.
We went together to meet my friend at the café on the corner. You told her about your
plans for the little house in the alley near our old school, and drew a diagram on a napkin
of how you would change it, when it was yours: a whole floor of studio space with an
immensity of light, a writing room for me. Someone I had met the week before put his
hand on my shoulder, sat down. And so I talked to him while you talked to her.
I should have been talking to you.
A friend walked past and you gave him your portfolio for the website. You had been so full
of energy when you finished it the night before, and so full of light when you stopped by
the park where I worked two days before that, brimming with it, your hair wild – you had
come into the rink house and lifted me into your arms – they want to show my work, you had
said.
We stepped outside in the market and a different friend stopped to talk, and then
someone else you knew, and I kissed you again and said,
See you later.
My hand on the soft inner side of your upper arm, your hand on my shoulder.
When he got home, he struggled to find sleep, and when, broken with fatigue, he finally fell into it, he often dreamed a strange dream.

On the night that you died I dreamed, and in the dream I came up a flight of stairs to find you crouched down watching a shadow-puppet play. Only they were not shadows, but lights. Light beings. There was a distance between us so great it ached and I could not touch you. I picked up my guitar and sat down nearby. I tried to play Redemption Song but all that would come out from the singing wood under my hands was Another Lonely Day. I asked: how can I be with you, now that you are a spirit? And you told me to leave negativity behind, to keep my mind and heart on the good. I realized in that moment that this was a dream so I could touch you – and I did, my hand on your arm, just like that last time.
WE SAY OF certain things that they are unspeakable, but I don’t believe it. Aren’t languages invented by people? So they are both made of the same stuff. One day I will know the words to describe the extraordinary joy, mixed with sorrow, that I felt again last night.

Many nights I lay awake willing that joy to enter me, and finally it would come: warm knowing tingling through my blood like stars. In those moments I was wild with happiness — but even the time it takes to write that sentence makes this not wholly true, because in reality the very moment I felt it flood through me I was rocked by a sadness just as deep, and it became such that the sadness was like the vessel, the ocean floor, and the love was the water that filled it.

WE SAY OF certain things that they are unspeakable, but I don’t believe it. I never wanted to make art out of your death and so I tried to close my mouth and mind. I never wanted to make of it a mythology. What I am doing here is not art, not myth, it is just what I do — it is making the connections and chasing after memories, holding them in my two hands like birds with broken wings.

AREN’T LANGUAGES invented by people? Aren’t lives?

We live, we lose everything, and then we tell ourselves our own stories to give shape to our existence. We tell stories, we remember, we sing again and again the songs of those who have gone before. Our voices come like tiny beacons out of a very dark night. We are here — and so we tell the story of being. In the telling we make it what it is, we perform strange alchemy, we make our selves.

SO THEY ARE both made of the same stuff.

ONE DAY I will know.

ONE DAY I will know the words.

ONE DAY I will know the words to describe that extraordinary joy.

Love, tonight, at the edge of this sea of stars, I don’t need words. All there is is here — a light from the beginning of the world and this warm knowing, in us and all around us, stars tingling through our blood — it is us, our edges erased, love, tonight, I am, we are, full.

MIXED with sorrow.

Love does not leave — how could it leave? The heart that was a well, so full, gets buried in a metal box but the love cannot. Only — every time I think of it — every time I unearth it, by accident or by intent, there is something just as huge that looms, like a skyscraper over a humble garden. At the foot of the CN Tower there is a garden with the most delicate leaves: golden oregano, thyme, lavender. And so the love grows quiet in the presence of such looming sorrow but it is still fed, somehow, nourished by the forgetful earth, the faithful earth. When will there be a forest again, rich in oaks and birds? When will there be wintergreen, low and shining, ferns meek and intent upon their spirals, but also the strength of old trees that have felt so much slow growth and reach so patiently, ceaselessly, towards the breathing sky? When will there be a forest?
16. 

He would go to collect himself in the small room that had become useless. The child did not see his father's lips gloved with the old song, nor the spear in his pierced heart; he didn't hear this man's voice speaking his name. Because his name was lost in the twists and turns of painful memories. And his name was a hull stranded on a sandbank of shadows.

He would open the window and listen to the world making noise. He could see storms far away, bringing, as they came closer, the murmur of tired birds who had returned to say: "We see nothing now but suns kept locked away. Surrender marks the eyes of people darkly, and they say that tomorrow, rains will stumble upon the stones."

He touched his forehead: a fever made it hot. He wished that one of those exhausted birds, rain folded under its wing, would come and sit there.
AND HIS NAME WAS A HULL STRANDED ON A SANDBANK OF SHADOWS.

I took your ashes to North Beach on Haida Gwaii.
Up there, there is only the light of the sky.
Traders arriving would have had no long row of electric lights,
just miles of grey sand under grey clouds, open water all the way to Alaska.

Silence of eagles, lip of light far out where the clouds stop.
The sound of your name on my lips is a labyrinth, a stranded hull.
Your ashes, white, are passed from my hand into the ocean’s stormy one,
cold around my ankles.
Higher up there surely breathed skies that escaped the senses. He sensed their existence, as one might divine the roots of trees beneath the soil, creeping towards the underbellies of pathways. He wanted to know these skies. He hoped that corridors would be lifted upwards. He accompanied crowds in their casements of buses, then climbed with them the long vine of escalators. In attics, he received news of planes and sparrows. A chair was held for him on the rooftops. He wrote the itinerary of smoke in notebooks, sent telegraphs to blackbirds, assigned missions to air balloons. Then he went home. He would have liked to have a dog waiting for him, running to meet him, wagging its tail. The words imprisoned in the animal's body would have lived a brief life on its muzzle—and would have made, like an unexpected dance in the hollow of his hand, a sky.
The words imprisoned in the animal's body would have lived a brief life on its muzzle — and would have made, like an unexpected dance in the hollow of his hand, a sky.

The cat sashays over, purring already, and tilts her face up to mine, conveying with her green eyes the words imprisoned in her small body, why aren't you petting me? On my lap she flexes her claws in pure pleasure, always the hunter.

Galen confessed that his cat was his best friend for years, through high school; and I think of him crouching down in the streets near my house in the afternoon, or late at night on our way home, greeting neighbourhood cats, his big gentle hand on them. I imagine that teenager that he was stretched out on his back on the upper bunk, the cat on his belly, stroking her as he puzzled and mused and made little exclamatory noises to accompany his internal dialogue - hm! - sometimes, a small chuckle. And what words lived in her, watching that long-limbed, creative-minded human?
It was simply that the world was too small. Monsieur Bartolomé had to lift his gaze above the limits of his enclosure. He loved space, and the inhabitants of its vast prairie: meteors, planets, stars, and suns, but also aircrafts, engines, and rockets. Because they made it possible to wander way out there, and then return, bringing back fragments of science, a light that translated worlds. He was captivated by the incredible vessels catapulted up there, inhabited by people whose hands were gloved with air, occupied with their fabulous expedition. At times, a mechanical breakdown forced them to take light steps outside. There they were suspended from nothingness as from dreams. One false move, one meteoric distraction, and a tool would slip from a glove, condemned to spin towards the full infinity of orbits, to slide forever between the assemblies of stars. Ah! the laughable enlargement of our human domain! And yet, there were few dawns when Monsieur Bartolomé did not dream of those pliers, that fugitive key, moving towards the next continents.
Monsieur Bartolomé had to lift his gaze above the limits of his enclosure.

On the way to the National History Museum and Art Gallery in Mexico City you lean out the bus door, quite calm, making the driver and me nervous. It’s fine, you say, but finally step back in. Such brightness and noise in that city, constant smell of exhaust.

I couldn’t really imagine your death then, not at all, despite the nervousness. We never really believe someone we love could die until they’ve been bitten away. Sway of our bodies over the bus floor, under the ceiling almost too low for you to stand up.

At the history museum there is a room full of wacky heads behind glass, sculpted illustrations of the stages of our evolution; another room holds the giant stone circle of a Mayan calendar with all the dates it contains: its own ending, ours.

Outside, four eccentric acrobats with voluminous pants and implacable faces climb to the top of a towering pole. We are forced to lift our gazes way, way up, above the limits of our enclosure. My neck soon hurts - I put my head in your lap. At the top, the acrobats pause, attach themselves to coiled ropes wound around the top of the pole, position themselves, then drop backwards in synchronized movement. I switch to give you a turn lying in my lap. The ropes sway them down the long spinning descent. They are like swings on a carnival ride, or spinning pendulums - placid in the air, upside down in lotus position.

Across the street in the gallery, I stand for a long time in front of the Two Fridas. I can look them in the eye: Frida in her white dress and no one else to comfort her but the second Frida in blue. Unreal clouds behind them. She is alone and not alone; she will never be married to anyone but herself.

Around the corner from the painting is a mirror, an envelope of paper, and a box of crayons. I come and find you, simple as a child, and bring you there to draw with me. My lines are clear and curving – blue, and green, and brown. I draw just one of me that fills the page. When I look up from my drawing, your page has two figures on it: you, and me, and I feel a flash of guilt, but I am pleased too, and I can make it up, this moment of negligence when you were thinking of both of us.

On the way out I stop to buy a postcard of the Two Fridas – paler on their small cardboard square. When I come out of the shop you pull me up a flight of stairs to the landing centered under the dome of the gallery hall. Say something, you say. Your voice throbs against the ceiling and walls, reflected in waves. I sing a note, O, hear the building give it back to me.

I roll the papers of our portraits together. On yours, our arms overlap. The lines are short and light, and you’ve got the solid shape of your nose right, the curve of my eyebrow, and the angles of your moustache.
He copied out in his notebook the words that always troubled him, and that he had read many times, in *Memoirs of Hadrian* by Marguerite Yourcenar: “This morning it occurred to me for the first time that my body, my faithful companion and friend, truer and better known to me than my own soul, may be after all only a sly beast who will end by devouring his master.”

As though in echo to these words, sudden memories of the child came flashing back, striking against him like a vehement fever. Lightning pierced his flesh, and a raging sea full of shards of broken glass flung itself relentlessly at his sides. Pain itself was incarnated in his voice; it made dark circles under his eyes, a reminder of the skeleton buried long ago beneath his skin. His hour was coming.

Peace, after such torment, took on extraordinary significance. Monsieur Bartolomé welcomed it with the thirst of one who has been brought back from the dead. This took the form of silence – a particular, rare silence. A silence of the organs, inert: permeated with death. It was at these times above all that he learned that death accompanied him even in the hours when he was most alive – that it was hidden away inside him. Inert. He knew it was waiting; waiting for him, silent, peaceful, and that it wasn’t ugly.
Sudden memories of the child came flashing back, striking against him like a vehement fever. Lightning pierced his flesh, and a raging sea full of shards of broken glass flung itself against his sides.

At first, I closed my mind like a coffin on certain thoughts that flung themselves at me, shards of glass: your soft shoulder under my head in the mornings, the valleys of your voice. Then, like a madwoman chasing pigeons in the square, I scrambled to gather every moment with you (there are so many more!). I felt an immense responsibility - I recognized that I am the only one now to carry those moments; that my low voice is the only one that can speak them. No one else was there.

But it is brutally lonely being the sole keeper. And I become the funambulist, walking a tight line between the present and the places where you still are, laughing, living. Memory is hard ground, hard as concrete against my cheek.

It is like living in shades, I think, like existing as two ghosts, one who walks with you, still, always, and one who walks alone.

I didn’t go mad, though. That would have been too easy.
20. But there was a light in the middle of the body's shadows: the skeleton, that white vessel spangled with foam, immobile on a sea enclosed by the skin and on which the organs, the muscles, mother of pearl and tissue formed strange pieces of flotsam. The skeleton, though anchored, still covered its share of distances. Its movement wasn't calculated leaning over maps, with instruments of copper worn down by salt on the fingertips. It was a progress of hands lined with confessions, of seedlings threaded through the eye of the earth, an extension of fields: the mark of time upon each of us from the moment of our birth.
There was a light in the middle of the body's shadows: the skeleton, that white vessel spangled with foam...

But I dream a darker skeleton:

I am climbing this dark
mountain alone

all these edges call sharply
for me to fall
and keep falling.

That red devil death
scuttles close behind

I hear the clatter of his papier-mâché limbs
jostling, like hooves on hollow rock!

Then suddenly – up ahead – how
does he do it, that devil? –

he vaults from atop a rock
slinging his limbs and grinning at me
(that ghastly painted grin)

I seize his leg and swing – so hard!
His glue-and-paper head smashes on the ground
again and again –

but I cannot break him.
I cannot kill that devil death.

If you could see me, you would laugh, not unkind,
at me with such determination creasing my brow.

Laugh-lines I loved fanning from the edges of your eyes.
21.

He entered cemeteries gladly. When he pushed open their iron gates, a peace almost as great as the feeling of his body revived from a fever came over him. Clearly he found, in these narrow rows carved out by contemplation, comfort of a kind: how total it was, the silence of the departed! Monsieur Bartolomé moved across the lawns and the only shadow falling on him was that of the oaks. He read loving words engraved on the tombstones by those who survived. This thought came to him: nowhere else are love and death so intimately linked than here. Maybe eternity had something to do with it. He observed the trees. He knew that their roots attended to the dead – that they were engaged in the mysterious and contradictory work of chaining to the earth bodies that yet were now so free.
He observed the trees. He knew that their roots attended to the dead — that they were engaged in the mysterious and contradictory work of chaining to the earth these bodies that yet were now so free.

Tangled in the filament of the farthest roots: only nerve endings, single hairs. As the roots thicken, moving closer to the body of the tree, the thin extremities are trapped — fingers and the bones of the feet, but also bones of the inner ear and the long vine of the small intestine. The dead rise, moving away from the darkest depths and the prodigal heat of the center of the earth — they rise, because they are still closer to the living than to that inhuman core. It has not been so long since they last saw the sun, the squirrels twitching their tails watching dogs; it has not been so long since the dog threw her copper body against them in desperate joy for returning home again. Here, close to the surface, in the densest network of roots and memory, they are caught — torsos threaded through and through — and I am caught with them. This is the trap of remembering what has been lost — a thousand memories fallen into disuse, a thousand paths — the trap that also sets them free. But I am not one of the dead.
It wasn't during his visits to the cemetery that the strongest images of his son came back to him. Because he still continued to hope that he would see him again, alive, and not once had he imagined him dead. No, it was the sea, seen on television or in ads posted around town, for example, that most often made recollections of the child rise up from the folds of his memory.

One day while he was lingering in front of one of these posters, he said to himself: I was the father of an island. Because in his mind, the child had possessed every characteristic of an island. He was alone, surrounded, upright, inhabited by lives and dangers that belonged only to him. There were times when the tides had undone him, just as they do with beaches: disappointments, alarms, or various drowned things would surface unexpectedly. But the tides had also brought bottles whose bellies had unwound secret beckonings. Monsieur Bartolomé had dreamed of knowing the secrets enclosed inside his son. His whole life as a father had been dedicated to this quest. Up until the day the workers had come to take down the elm, the child, in keeping with his secrets there, perhaps, had scattered behind him little bits of childhood, small crumbs. For a long time Monsieur Bartolomé had gathered them, prolonging his own dawns with this bread. He had gathered them in the incongruous hope that he could give them back to his son one day (or at least give him back some of that aerial lightness of the trees) once the more difficult days of adulthood had come.

In front of the ad, Monsieur Bartolomé thought to himself: I was the father of an island. Then, turning his eyes away: Here I am now, the father of a boat.

What is a boat? An island that has escaped.
IT WASN'T DURING HIS VISITS TO THE CEMETERY THAT THE STRONGEST IMAGES OF HIS SON CAME BACK TO HIM.

But rather, past the cemetery gates, on the road that splices the mountain.

We came to Montreal together three years ago. We walked along St. Laurent and Mont Royal in the snow and scavenged friends’ pullout couches to sleep on. No privacy and yet we desired each other like wildfire, sweepingly: one night we drove up the mountain to a less-frequented parking lot and steamed up the windows. When I first moved here, three months after you died, I walked on the mountain praying that I wouldn’t chance upon that parking lot, and for months – months of walking on the east side, no higher than Place Belvedere, it seemed that it had miraculously, benevolently vanished, a product only of our desire, a magic island appearing only for us, for that one night.

But then one December day I went walking in the cemetery, and when I came out, the angle of light and my position were such that I recognized the place.

We were on an island, though, that night, banks of clouds on the close horizon of the car windows, warm against the winter outside.
23. God was of little importance to him. Still, Monsieur Bartolomé stopped at almost all the churches he passed on his way. The bells, like airplanes, meteors, edifices and tall trees, exercised the same mute pull on him: in order to measure their trajectory, he had to lift his gaze.

And yet he entered churches with his eyes lowered. He had long wondered why. Then he saw that he was going to die one day – that he was promised to the earth, not to the sky, kingdom of the stars. He probably sensed this – he had a feeling about it, which is to say he felt it in his flesh. And he responded, and prepared himself in some way: in the contemplation that churches inspired in him, there was always this idea of closeness with the earth – the idea of a low joy.

He entered churches as though they were his home, and maybe this was because he was in his house: something always awaited him, and it was never God.
Monsieur Bartolomé stopped at almost all the churches he passed on his way.

This is what happens:

I am walking, sure
of myself and the winter I'm in. I pass
a church, its wide brown stones -
and anyone walking by would see I was alone -

but there is suddenly a second church,
warm, wide-stoned and brown, and I stop
in its welcome shadow, and there
you are - with me.

Adjusting your camera, squinting
thoughtful into the sun.

I become two:
but even the one who walks with you
still, always, weeps already for the loss.
24.

Time passed. In nests, even the birdsong unraveled. Mists wore thin against trees, rooftops, and electricity poles. Monsieur Bartolomé measured the wanings, the declining angle of years. At times he felt that his steps, ripened by interminable wanderings in the city, were filling in with loose sand. He would get lost and then – even in the heart of the city – he would have to reset his course by the compass of the constellations. All the same, his head was of stubborn suns, his heart of straight grain, his body of roads ready to hatch. But in the parks he walked walled in by ageing leaves. Light came over things like ferreting beams of stars. Everything fled. Were the mornings moored to sparrow hawks?
TIME PASSED. IN NESTS, EVEN THE BIRDSONG UNRAVELED.

I began immediately to leave the dates off my pages of writing. The first word I wrote was your name: Galen, everything feels wrong. That was the beginning. I left the dates off and I wrote to you – one endless letter of my grieving heart.

For a whole book I wrote no dates, but I was simultaneously marking time: feeling all through me the anniversary days: the first, second, and third weeks, the first month, the forty days. Every time the twelfth of the month rolled back around I would know why it was such a hard day.

Time doesn’t stop – it just keeps on and on, unraveling me.

I remember writing, a week, only, already, and I remember your friend (who had called your cell phone right after he heard and left a long raw message) saying, seven suns have risen and set since he left – one day it will be a hundred, then a thousand.
WERE THE MORNINGS MOORED TO SPARROW HAWKS?

You came with me first to Tulum, green sea,
the cabaña we rented a thin forest, sun landing
on the sand floor between brown branches of walls
and the palm leaves dry overhead,
the bed sprung full and hard,
mosquitoes at night.

Afternoons we loved best,
we loved.
A woman spied us
from outside, through the gaps.
I hung up a blanket and
came back to you.

Everything, now, becomes a letter to you.
The sun on this spider’s web,
the mornings moored to seabirds.
25.

This, moreover, never ceased to amaze him: seasons followed seasons, and he was still on earth, alive. For a long time he had thought he wouldn’t survive the child’s disappearance. And now here he was, taking inventory of centuries, with scratches from the sun’s claws marking the corners of his eyes, and foam and silver birch bark sprinkled through his hair. Pigeons used to come and sit on his shoulder. Now the world settled its pebbles on the back of his neck, that reed. From the light broken by the angles of streets, boutiques, faces, and cars, he retained only a little: life went by, life went by. The city shaped its race of stalls and noises; far off the forest produced its hares.

What was at the summit of buildings? Empty space, attached to unimaginable birds. Yes, time was fleeing. Already Monsieur Bartolomé was not entirely of the world of human beings. He was the fascinated spectator of these miracles: the morning following the night, the leaves fallen and then risen again to the branches. And the summer reappeared, and already it was Christmas again this year.
This, moreover, never ceased to amaze him: seasons followed seasons, and he was still on earth, alive. For a long time he had thought he wouldn’t survive the child’s disappearance.

Jan places her hand in the center of my chest up high where she has placed it before and says, Breathe. What a long road we have been given.

That night we have a meeting at your parent’s house for the trust fund. We sit around Jan and Jim’s table and discuss the artistic eye, talk about selecting someone with a sensibility similar to yours and worthy. Across the table: a woman with a flower in her hair – a friend. I hear her say the word beauty and I wince. How can we possibly speak for you? How can anyone possibly think that they can see as you saw, without your eyes?

I go out to the backyard. Stones underfoot are uneven and cold and there is no light, no match to light a candle, ah, Galen, the last time I was here it was also without you, it was the day after. Still it’s you I see with your elbows on this weathered table. It’s you I want so fiercely I could tear out my own lungs and just stop breathing.

Then there is someone behind me, someone’s arms around me. It doesn’t even matter who – but it’s Jan, Jan who came on such silent feet I didn’t even know until she was holding me. You know, don’t you (her hand on my heart) how special you were to him? You have to know that you hold that inside you, to be the most special person to someone so wonderful.

I could call Jan at any hour and say, I’m falling apart, and she would say, hold on, we’re coming.

But it’s so hard to breathe, Jan.

I know. And every breath takes us further away from him.

That was it: we both wanted to stop time, thought that if we could just stop taking breath we could stay close to you.

Nine months after you died I wrote to Jan, I said, Today is a hard day: nine months is how long we were allowed with each other. Not thinking about what nine months would mean to a mother.

Nine months is the time it takes for a child to be formed and born and I’m left wondering what is the gestation period for being able to hold the truth of someone’s passing.

Galen, what is the gestation period for understanding?
Once, he was prey to an infinitely violent emotion. His son had been
gone for some years already. One day while he was turning the soil in the
little vegetable garden laid out in the yard, he discovered a metal box
that had clearly been buried there by the child. With hands trembling,
Monsieur Bartolomé unearthed the precious box: though its small metal
body was gnawed by the fevers of the earth, it was nevertheless a
survivor of its stay in shadows. As for the contents, they had not resisted
— all that was left were the mildewed scraps of a piece of paper from
which the words had been erased, giving way to a resigned silence. The
child’s letter, that incredibly innocent witness of his ten years, had
grown mute in this parody of a manifesto. Still, Monsieur Bartolomé had
to struggle for a moment to deliver the box from an astonishing network
of roots. Like the remains of our bodies, he thought then, captive, held by
force in the earth that seems otherwise mostly uninterested in the soul.

But maybe, too, it was just that the soul did not carry enough
weight. Just a parody of a manifesto.
Once, he was prey to an infinitely violent emotion. His son had been gone for some years already. One day while he was turning the soil in the little vegetable garden laid out in the yard, he discovered a metal box that had most certainly been buried there by the child. With hands trembling, Monsieur Bartolomé unearthed the precious box: though its small metal body was gnawed by the fevers of the earth, it was nevertheless a survivor of its stay in shadows.

Last night in a dream I got a letter from you, delayed two years. You've been dead these twenty-two months. That word - dead - is still a brick heaved at my stomach. The letter is an anomaly - a miraculous escapee of time, and I tremble to hold it in my hands. The messenger is that red skeleton, limbs clattering. I close the door in his grinning face. He has tried to break me before - as I have tried to break him in return, but I couldn't do it - I couldn't kill that devil death.

Last night in a dream I got a letter from you and I hoped the group around me would understand when I left them to read it, you have been dead these almost two years. Your absence has made of you a myth, my mythology, and that is not what I wanted. I just wanted to talk with you in the evenings, put your photographs up around the house, read you my poems, and maybe, sometime later, have a child together. That word - child - starts a crack, higher up this time, like stitches coming unsewn in my chest. Or like I am that red skeleton and my breast is made of paper and plaster.

Last night in a dream I got a letter from you, delayed all these long months, its edges darkened by its stay in the shadows. Your photograph is on the outside, you are so young, you are just about to leap. You are beautiful. Inside, the letter is not a letter but a meal, in three courses. I begin to eat with my mind on other things, on how long it's been. Only when I have eaten almost the whole thing do I realize this and regret sweeps through me, there is never going to be another chance to be here and now, there is never going to be another letter from you.

And I believed when I woke that this was what your letter was saying to me: be awake, taste everything; and I thought, maybe I got it wrong when I said everything, now, becomes a letter to you, the sun on this spider web, the mornings moored to seabirds - maybe I got it wrong and everything, now, is a letter from you.
27. Everything he carried in his abdomen: this dog’s soul, these living years sewn together with snow, these horses galloping towards the banks to drink the rivers, these otters finely carved by water and burrows, these pumas roving the grassy ways, these roots risen high only to flatten themselves in the light, these cities tuned to the acts of the sun, all of this inner life escaped from him, day after day. Suns broke him with their dawns. His body suffered from the crack of each gesture. What is the body of a man who searches without ever finding? The clothing of a poor child.

For a long time, Monsieur Bartolomé had known that everything down here ends. He had nothing more pressed against his forehead than the laws of the sun. But inside him, worlds trembled, deep strong valleys, made of half-days and hope, and which seemed so real they could be called births.
These living years sewn together with snow.

This is just one season in your life, Jacques said. Out in the country there is snow already and the fields flatten themselves beneath it, coming to know themselves as quiet contained things. They forget everything else. Their edges are embroidered with the lace of frosted branches. In this season, grey and white have a hundred tones: in late afternoon, for example, after the sun has fallen behind the hills, the shadows that lengthen down their snowy sides are blue. These years I am alive still, but it is just one season, and winter is a limited way to live.

These horses galloping towards the banks to drink the rivers.

I have a recurring dream. In it I am standing with a long clear distance between myself and the horizon. Often it is fields that lay themselves out before me. And every time a bird is born inside me that sees me with nothing in my hands, nothing but my hands to take me from here to there, nothing but myself to ensure my survival and a thousand miles to cover. But I am so tired. Then, the horses come – their weight upon the earth is tremendous, their sound. They do what I wish I could do – they traverse incredible distances, carrying nothing with them, unburdened, unafraid, bending their heads to cold secret streams, sweat rolling clean off their backs.

These roots risen high only to flatten themselves in the light.

The growth of trees: an unimaginable slowness. Imagine reaching upward for fifty, a hundred, five hundred years. As branches lean in imperceptible degrees closer to the sun, think of the roots underneath, mirroring the movement above ground. Imagine the earth as the sky. Some days when I sit down to write, I look out my window at the trees and it is almost unbearable to know that I will be gone long before them. A week before Galen died, a tree became my mantra – and only after did I see how much I needed that strength. I tried to become all this: tall, grounded, and strong, leaves my hair, sweet wood my heart.
28. The fevers and the agitation caused by his wounded memory created in him a strange phenomenon. Because of them he felt that he was living simultaneously within his body and separate from it. This body betrayed him: Monsieur Bartolomé expected it to do its job, but it was often more of an odd storekeeper, more preoccupied with the inventory of its organs than with their proper functioning. Monsieur Bartolomé would have liked to gain strength, to distill and then hurl suitable blood into his veins, to celebrate its mechanics, to tune his heart to the high song that, in his mind, wished to live. But this body didn’t know how to bend to requests. It did as it pleased, as though fulfilling the requests of some other than the one who ensured its subsistence. And so, Monsieur Bartolomé was both beside and within himself, at once the observer and the object of the trespasses, the contortions, and the brutalities this organism caused and whose torture he had no choice but to endure.

And perhaps it was also partly for this reason that Monsieur Bartolomé felt more than ever like he was living beside life. Not in death, but outside of life, meaning as the spectator, observing in minute detail as things consumed themselves. As far back as he could remember, not a day had gone by when these words did not surface inside him: All these people, how do they do it? How do they live as though they were unaware of their death at the end? The world, as it was, was not his master. The body was. He had learned these things from it.
And perhaps it was also partly for this reason that Monsieur Bartolomé felt more than ever like he was living beside life. Not in death, but outside of life, meaning as the spectator, observing in minute detail as things consumed themselves.

If I had a mirror that I could hold up to myself from just after you died, it would show this: a woman who looked tired, thinner, bruised a bit around the eyes, but alright. No one can see what it's like inside:

(Walls turn
hollow, leach out behind -

I am hurled backward
down a howling corridor

a thousand moments fallen into disuse -
I cannot use them all!).

No one can see the ways in which I become less - of the world - nor can they see that the space I have entered is sacred. On the bus, I dreamed of airplanes crashing; on my bike, of truck wheels; on bridges, of all that space. All that beautiful space, wherever you were. At night I was a seer speaking to you in dreams, bringing back half-answers.

No one can see that sidelong time, that dim yellow desert. I walked through it with what grace was given and then, being lucky, was called back. Some days the love of others was like a wind that roped me and hauled me back across the divide.

I remember how the world shone, though, from there – red leaves on young trees, brightness like I'd never believed.


HE POSSESSED ONLY A LITTLE, DEEP DOWN:

The night when a miracle of stars came over the city whose lights usually chase them away.

You wrote: *It will be a night I remember well, the black city and the sweetest heart I've met since I don’t know when.*

We found out later, from battery powered radios and people suddenly complicit and grinning as they passed each other on the street, that the power was out all the way along the eastern rim and down into New York.

Barbeques were rolled out, the contents of freezers emptied. Firecrackers sparked through the neighbourhood. We hadn’t even kissed yet.

You cooked couscous with a soldering torch, chicken on the barbeque, and steamed kale over the grains. We had these few things: wine, the dark city stretched out below, the night that closes late, the radio airborne on its antennae like gulls leaving the mast.

We chose love, and an incredible scent began to follow us. It came when our love was best: riding the tandem bike through the heat in the Don Valley, lying side by side in the loft. Like steam rising from freshly baked molasses bread, the heat of bodies in the sun. It comes to me still sometimes.

Those were the times when our bodies were most joyful, and when the solstice shifts the balance of night and day I am reminded of that certain scent on your shirt when the seasons set off again.

Near the summer’s end, I wrote: *Galen is someone who keeps me reminded of the present – who holds me from flying forward to disasters or sournesses or what ifs.*

We admired each other for similar reasons, with a certain leverage of philosophy in those reasons. In the car we read sections from Anne Carson to each other – *What is the connection between wantonness and wetness?* you read to me, I remember this because you pronounced “wanton” “won-ton” and I didn’t correct you right away. We must have been full of desire, reading that inside the heat of August and the speed of the car and the new sparkling electric yes –

I had that certainty; now all I have is the curve in the staircase, the comfort and the melancholy of knowing that all is passing, crowned with contours.
30.

Out of each hour given to him he made a kind of mirador, an observation post. He kept a lookout for a rain of burrows, a snow of straight ink. He waited for a night when his son, somewhere below, would surely be admiring the stark, piercing beauty of the stars. But something—endlessly, and in spite of everything—called Monsieur Bartolomé back to his human task. He walked the streets, and the sun multiplying against the windowpanes threw itself at him like a thousand puppies playing.
But something – endlessly, and in spite of everything – called Monsieur Bartolomé back to his human task.

I am of the living again,  
and this bereaves me.

For a year I was like glass – poised to shatter –  
but also clear: so clear that I could see  
spirits. The universe was a round sacred thing,  
glass like me. Jan says,  
I have this image of it being smashed,  
and I understand, and this hurts too.  
But you’re too young, she says.

Maybe this is why I am still  
out here, looking at snakes on the road,  
looking at the way leaves shape themselves,  
as though they might tell me something.
He left the city more and more often. But he went less often to walk on the trails and beneath the trees. He would take a taxi, asking the driver to bring him to where the last houses were planted. Then he would stand still and observe the horizon. The light that he saw, far away between the hills, was different than the light he had left behind him. It was a light of the beginning of the world – in that place, the earth carried on its back only fish, green limes, and stones planning the lives to come. The countryside laid itself down before this threshold of clarity.

Behind Monsieur Bartolomé, the city was poised on a pedestal.

Yes, something compelled him to escape the city. During the taxi ride, which the driver would doubtlessly have wished to be more animated, Monsieur Bartolomé didn’t speak at all. In the tank, the carbon burned, freed finally from its destiny as a fossil. The radio was on bringing news of an agitated world: people were fighting here, people were thirsty there, planes were hurled at skyscrapers, a dictator fell.

Sometimes he wasn’t content to stay standing still looking far away.

Once he was out of the car he began to walk, advancing towards the horizon hemmed in by countryside. He took to dreaming the secular rhythm of the tall trees. He crossed over wooden bridges, walked along gravel roads, traversed fields bristling with prickles to arrive at the edge of a forest. He went to calculate the number of rings drawn in the wood of ancient cedars that had been cut down and left there by a peasant. He became part of the thoughtful tribe of slowness.

At the end of the day he retraced his steps, hailed another taxi in the suburbs and went home. Most times, the night was already far along when he finally slipped between the sheets.
Sometimes he wasn't content to stay standing still looking far away. Once he was out of the car he began to walk, advancing towards the horizon hemmed in by countryside.

Love, did I tell you
how I was pulled to climb
under the fence to the train tracks
after you died? That long view, so generous -
it gave me only one choice.

I walked hemmed in by warehouses and memory
until the dream came back to me:

you with your hair askew,
crossing over tracks to the other side.
You look back and smile, patient or impatient,
brimming with energy. I stamp my feet. I can't keep up,
you didn't wait for me,
you didn't wait!

I walk until the patrol guards tell me
to go home, this is no place for me.

It is a long walk back
to where I started from.
32. ONE NIGHT, TWO SWALLOWS CAME TO THE WINDOW. ONE SAID TO HIM, “WAKE UP, THE DAY IS LENGTHENING OVER THE WORLD, EVERYTHING IS BREAKING OPEN AND CALLING TO YOU, COME WITH ME.” LIKE A SOUL THAT WON’T LEAVE THE HOUSE THOUGH ITS OCCUPANT HAS DEPARTED, THE OTHER ONE STAYED, ITS SMALL BODY WATCHFUL IN THE CURTAIN’S NOCTURNAL TREMLING.
One night, two swallows came to the window.

I pause at the casement -
wanting to be sure.
Not trusting, now, what messengers bring, but full
(thankfully) of curiosity yet -
half-days and hope still pushing me on.

In June I sat at the rim of the park -
green bowl curving out from under my feet.
Far on the other side: trees.
You know how that feeling catches you out sometimes?
That feeling, or knowledge, of being in the world -
of Being -
and even though we are built to lose everything
faraway trees are suddenly close -
resonating, like sound in a concert hall.

Now birds are speaking at my window.
I lean in to hear:

One said to me, wake up, the day is lengthening over the world, everything
is breaking open and calling to you, come with me.

But when I push open the window
I am made of sails stripped from ships, their hulls
stranded in shadows, and that bright bird flies away.
The second bird is in your hands.
This is for you. The smallest, shivering bird:
it's heart glows, a tiny red thing
through the thin skin of its breast and you kiss me
on the lips and fly away, untethered.
The bird and I turn to stone.

There was once a living bird,
I remember. That one is gone.

Like a soul that won't leave the house though its occupant has departed,
the other one stayed, its small body watchful in the curtain's nocturnal
trembling.
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Turkana Boy
Jean-François Beauchemin

I: L'ÎLE ÉVADÉE

1.

Il prenait des notes. Toute sa vie, monsieur Bartolomé n’avait fait que prendre des notes. Il donnait des titres aux versets, inventait des chapitres dans lesquels des choses ordinaires se produisaient, dans ses récits il mettait toujours les oiseaux à la première page. Il en faisait parfois des livres, dans lesquels les gens disaient reconnaître les miroitements de l’enfance. Mais c’était trop facile à dire, il n’était pas très attiré par l’enfance, il lui avait fallu des années pour faire taire un peu la sienne et lui préférer l’âpre beauté des choses. Dans ses livres il y avait toujours ce malentendu: les enfants qu’il décrivait n’en étaient pas, il s’agissait bel et bien d’adultes, en qui survivait ce je-ne-sais-quoi qui pouvait rappeler l’enfance mais qui était en fait tout autre chose, quelque chose que monsieur Bartolomé avait pris du temps à bien nommer.

Un jour, en relisant quelques passages ici et là, il avait vu que les gens dans ses histoires avaient tous ceci en commun: c’étaient des hommes et des femmes qui attendaient un événement, des solitaires qui ne pouvaient vivre sans les autres, des rêveurs assiégés par la réalité, des amoureux qui ne savaient pas quoi faire de leur intelligence, des êtres libres emprisonnés en eux-mêmes. Alors il avait compris pourquoi on voyait là tant d’enfance: il avait créé sans le savoir une petite société d’inadaptés, de gens qui ne comprenaient pas encore le monde dans lequel ils vivaient. Il avait dépeint des êtres qui à leur façon prenaient des notes pour plus tard, donnaient des titres aux pluies pour tenter de les reconnaître si jamais elles revenaient un jour. Mais chaque pluie était différente et aucune ne tombait sur le monde plus d’une fois, c’est pourquoi sans doute monsieur Bartolomé était si fasciné par elles. C’est pourquoi aussi il préférait les oiseaux. Car les oiseaux, eux, revenaient, et toujours de loin, comme précédant les hommes dans leur inlassable marche vers l’avenir.

2.


Depuis toujours l’enfant disait : «Cet arbre est mon frère.» Puis, un jour, il avait fallu abattre l’orme parce que la maladie s’était mise dans le feuillage, sur l’écorce, partout. Des ouvriers étaient venus avec des tronçonneuses. Le nez écrasé contre la vitre, le fils de monsieur Bartolomé avait vu une à une les branches s’effondrer dans la cour. Ensuite les ouvriers étaient repartis. Pendant une heure l’enfant s’était traîné les pieds dans la sciure. Pour lui, l’enfance s’était terminé là. Peut-être fut-ce sa première tristesse, qui sait? Mais quelque chose était tombé en même temps que les branches et gisait à présent sous ses pieds, dans la poussière de cet arbre inconcevablement plus petit que lui désormais. La cour était inondée de lumière, c’est la seule fois où il avait crié des injures au soleil.
3. **Monsieur Bartolomé n’était guère connaisseur des choses du ciel.** La prière des humains, les feuillages surmontant les grands arbres, certaines musiques aussi : tout ce que y était établi lui demeurait étranger, lointain. L’univers de monsieur Bartolomé était fait de rues, de maisons, de voitures, de chaises, de cahiers, de monnaies. Il avait été mis au fers dans une cale nommée la Terre. Alors comment parler de cet appel pour les choses aériennes qui résonnait en lui, de cet espace qui s’y déployait, vaste comme un firmament ? Car rien, n’est-ce pas, n’était plus ancré, plus terrestre que le corps. Comment baptiser cette chose légère se mêlant au lest des membres, des organes, des os, du sang ? L’âme ? L’âme était donc un ciel enchevêtré à l’homme ?

4. **En général, du reste, le ciel ne se mêlait pas à la Terre. Mais il arrivait que, les couleurs de l’aurore s’étendant plus que d’habitude, le monde se hissât vers lui et s’y associât. Ce mélange était à l’image des heures à venir, annonçant une concordance rare des choses terrestres et célestes.** Alors, des autoroutes prenaient de vitesse les soleils. Un avion passait, qui rêvait de pistes. Des maisons s’animaient, baptisées par une pluie. Puis c’était le crépuscule : à la croûte des clochers, les vitraux s’endorment. Penché à sa fenêtre, monsieur Bartolomé baignait son visage aux dernières lumières. Le parc était veillé d’étoiles, ces îles.


   L’eau filait entre ses doigts jusqu’à ne plus être qu’un gant de songes : bientôt la main se refermait sur cette matière fuyante, qui déjà n’existant que par la fièvre qu’elle venait d’apaiser. Mais le pain, lui, laissait toujours quelque chose : sur la peau se couchait une voile blanche, trouée ici et là par les creux, les renflements, les accidents de la paume. La mer, les bateaux étaient passées par là. Monsieur Bartolomé aimait que sa main soit le terrain de ces choses-là. Il aimait que sur elle passent le pain et l’eau, laissant une trace aussi tangible que la neige d’une farine, aussi peu qu’une soif assouvie.

6. **Dans sa jeunesse il avait, tout comme son fils, appelé le silence. Si jeune encore, il n’avait pas pu s’en faire un allié, c’était trop tôt. Mais déjà il avait senti qu’un jour viendrait où son front, ses mains, ses pas se tairaient un peu. Alors quelque chose commencerait, l’extrême jeunesse aurait fini. En attendant, il avait su reconnaître les premiers signes des receuillissements à venir. Encore petit, il accordait peu d’importance à ceci : le vent qui grimpait à l’édifice en sifflant mauvaisement, les heures qui venaient sur les choses avec les bruits de fins prochaines. Déjà il lui semblait que c’était à voix basse que les bateaux quittaient les ports.**
Et maintenant que cela était accompli, que l’enfance, l’adolescence et les premières années de l’âge adulte étaient passées, quelque chose venait, il le pressentait.

7.
Il se souvenait des soirées semblables à des cales. Il y descendait comme les arbres au racines, appuyait l’oreille à leur fer ainsi qu’on emplit un panier. Il y avait ses repaires de bruits de planète. Il y voyait des rivages pleins de naissances d’animaux impatients de courir. À la fenêtre de sa maison, nul oiseau chercheur du vent, mais la lune agrippée à sa face cachée. À l’heure où le laveur de carreaux se reposait, monsieur Bartolomé sortait, puis écrivait sur les murs de la ville les deux questions qu’il allait porter toute sa vie sous sa veste: Aurai-je été un bon habitant de la Terre? De qui fus-je l’élève?

8.
La nuit, il se levait pour regarder la pluie, sa danse étroite. Le ciel alors n’était plus le même, toutes les lueurs avaient fui, à présent il n’y avait plus là-haut que le ventre lent des baleines traînant avec elles des embruns. Cela tombait sur la terre comme une nuit, et monsieur Bartolomé songeait : la pluie, c’est toujours une nuit sur la nuit. Depuis toujours il aimait ce mariage un peu effrayant de la pluie et de la nuit, cette union de choses insaisissables qui, au plus profond des heures, descendent sur nous. Il restait longtemps à la fenêtre, debout comme l’eau, il ne savait pas comment expliquer ce miracle de l’eau qui se lève au-dessus des choses et qui retombe tels les pleurs de lourds animaux.

9.
Les choses, les objets lui inspiraient le plus haut respect. La pierre cognée, coiffée de feu, de laquelle aux temps anciens sortirent l’homme et ses augures verticaux. Les tables ou naissaient dans la nappe des songes et des repas. L’encre qui craquait sur les mots. Ce papier même qui les menait, pliés, jusqu’à ses quelques lecteurs. Cette chaise sur laquelle il s’assoyaient pour un instant de repos. Toutes les bêches enfoncées, fouillant la terre grasse des potagers. Le manteau enserrant le corps. La fenêtre où se composaient des pensées dans le bel ordre des cils mi-baissés. La lampe, la lampe, toujours appuyée au soir qu’il emportait dans le poing.

10.
Chaque journée était ainsi qu’un sol nouveau. Monsieur Bartolomé l’abordait comme le navigateur mouillant l’ancre aux franges des îles, avec le sentiment d’investir un monde à la fois ouvert et fermé, libre et détenu: cerné d’une mer. Plus que tout, la solitude de ce monde-là le séduisait. Exception faite de son fils, dont il cherchait toujours à prolonger la présence à ses côtés, il espérait des autres qu’ils le laissent à son retrait, qu’il puisse continuer de bâtir en lui, selon ses propres plans, la demeure qu’il avait commencée un jour, il ne savait plus quand. La misanthropie n’y avait aucune part. Simplement, il avait besoin de cette sorte de repli insulaire qu’il ne savait possible en nul lieu sauf en lui-même. Le plus souvent, il y fréquentait des anses tranquilles, des crabes apaisés et affables, des cales échouées et nourricières.
IL AVAIT LU, DANS SES PREMIÈRES ANNÉES, L’EXTRAORDINAIRE AVENTURE DE ROBINSON CRUSÔE. UNE CHOSE AVAIT FRAPPÉ SON IMAGINATION, PLUS QUE TOUT AUTRE DÉTAIL DU RÉCIT: QUE CE SÉJOUR EXCLUANT PRESQUE TOUTE CIVILISATION AIT PU ÊTRE POUR LE CÉLÈBRE NAUFRAGÉ UNE SOURCE DE SI GRAND MALHEUR. CAR ROBINSON, APPELANT SANS RELÂCHE LA FIN DE SON CONFINEMENT DANS L’ÎLE, N’EUT DE REPOS QUE LORSQUE L’ÉQUIPAGE D’UN VAISSEAU, PARAÎSSANT À LA FIN SUR SES RIVES, LE DÉLIVRA DE L’ENFER OÙ LE SORT L’AVAIT JETÉ QUELQUE VINGT-HUIT ANNÉES PLUS TÔT. POURQUOI CE DÉSESPORTE? AVAIT PENSÉ MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ À ONZE ANS, EN TOURNANT POUR LA PREMIÈRE FOIS LES PAGES DE CE LIVRE FABULEUX, PIERRE ANGLAIRE DE SA CARRIÈRE HUMAINE. AU FIL DES ANS, IL AVAIT RELU AU MOINS VINGT FOIS CETTE HISTOIRE. IL NE VOYAIT JAMAIS EN SON PERSONNAGE, SOLITAIRE PARMİ LES SOLITAIRES, QUE LE PLUS FORTUNÉ DES HOMMES. UN HOMME LIBRE, OU PRESQUE: CERNÉ DE LUI-MÊME, QUE DE LUI-MÊME.

11.

CERTAINS SOIRS, LE VENT ENCROITAIT LES IMMEUBLES ET EMPORTAIT LA VILLE COMME UNE BARQUE SUR LES FLOTS. SEULEMENT Ç’ÉTAIT UN PÉRIPÈDE ÉTRANGE, CERTES PLEIN DE MOUVEMENT, MAIS UN MOUVEMENT TÔT AVORTÉ: LA VILLE RÉSISTAIT, ANCRÉE À SES TERRIERS D’ÉCLAIRAGE. L’ENFANT COUCHÉ PUIS ENDORMI, CONFÎÉ À LA GARDE D’UNE VOISINE BONNE ET GÉNÉREUSE, MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ SORTAIT DE CHEZ LUI POUR UNE ÉCHAPPEE DANS LES RUES. IL SE MÉLABIT À LA FOULE. NON PAS QU’IL Y CHERCHAIT UN SENTIMENT D’APPARTEMENT, UN SAVOIR QUI LE LIERAIT À CETTE HUMANITÉ AVEC LAQUELLE IL SE RECONNAISSAIT SI PEU DE PARENTÉ. SA QUÊTE ÉTAIT AILLEURS, À MI-QUEMÈN, LUI SEMBLAIT-IL, DU CIEL ET DE LA TERRE. IL ENFILAIT UNE LAISSE AU LIGOU DES ÉTOILES.

LA VILLE PEU À PEU INVENTAIT DES HALOS, ON RECUEILLAIT AUX PALIERS LES PREMIÈRES ÉPAISSIÈRES. DES FOULES SE PRESSAIENT AU COIN DES RUES: LA SE DRESSAIT LE PORTRAIT D’UN SIÈCLE. PUIS Ç’ÉTAIT L’HEURE OÙ LES HAUTES TOURS S’ALLUMAIENT. À LEURS PIEDS, LES BOULEVARDS ÉTAIENT TAILLÉS DE PÂQUEBOTS, ÉTINCELANTS ET DEBOUT. DES TAXIS EMPORTAIENT À LEUR BORD DE JEUNES GENS DÉLÉSTÉS DE LEUR MORT, ABORDANT À DES FORÊTS D’ÉDIFICES. DES MARÉES S’ARRÉTAIENT AUX FEUX ROUGES. IL MARCHAIT DANS CETTE NUIT DE BRUITS ET D’IRRÉALITÉ, DANS CETTE MER DE VISAGES, DE CORPS, DE RÊVES, DE LUMIÈRES ET DE PAROLES. SON VISAGE SE REFLETTAIT DANS LES VITRINES. LES HEURES PASSAIENT, LA NUIT FAISAIT SON OUVRAGE.

À LA FIN, L’AUBE LÈVÉE ENRÔLAIT MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ. PARTOUT LES AFFICHES S’ASSOUPISSAIENT DANS LES VITRES. UN RÉVERBÈRE TOUSSAIT, PUIS S’ÉTEIGNAIT. UNE FOIS, IL AVAIT LU À LA UNE DU JOURNAL: DIEU EST MORT. MAIS QUE LUI IMPORTAIENT DIEU ET SA MORSURE D’AILLE, ET SON SILENCE DE SOURD? LE TEMPS RÉSONNAIT DANS LES ANNÉES COMME L’EAU DANS LES JARRES ASSOIFFÉES. MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ ÉTAIT JEUNE.

12.

LES POÈTES, PARMÎ D’AUTRES, FAISAIENT DU VENTRE LE SYMBOLE DE LA FÉCONDITÉ, C’EST-À-DIRE DE TOUS LES COMMENCEMENTS. IL SEMBLAIT À MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ QU’AU CONTRAIRE LA MORT AVAIT FAIT SON NID DANS LE SIE, EN LEI REPOSAIT SA FIN. LE VENTRE N’ÉTAIT-IL PAS LE PREMIER SÉJOUR DE LA NOURRITURE, LE RÉCEPACTE DONT TOUTE VIE DÉPENDAIT ET, PARTANT, NE RÉGULAIT-IL PAS LA SUITE DES CHOSES, N’EN PROGRAMMAIT-IL PAS MÊME LE TERME? Là, DANS CES CREUX ET CES REPLUS, UN SOLEIL DIMINUANT LENTEMENT, QUI SOUFFLERAIT UN JOUR DE SA CENDRE SUR LES CHEVEUX, REFROIDISSANT PEU À PEU L’ASSURANCE DU PAS. QUELQUE CHOSE ÉTAIT COUCHÉ Là, QUI RAPPELAIT LA BRIEVETÉ DES JOURS: HIER, MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ AVAIT ÉTÉ ENFANT, VOICI QU’IL ÉTAIT ADULTE. DÈS LE DéBUT, LA MORT AVAIT ÉTÉ POSÉE AU MILIEU DE SON CORPS,
comme un message important qu’on écrit au centre de la page. Pour lui, les poètes se trompaient donc: le ventre n’était pas synonyme de commencement. Il avait en fait le sentiment exactement inverse. Je suis venu à l’existence en commençant par la mort, se disait-il souvent. Tout le temps qui s’écoulait après sa naissance fut imprégné de cette réalité singulière. Chaque jour il songeait: C’est à la fin que je naîtrai.

13.


14.

et puis, un jour, un drame survint.


Ce jour-là, pour monsieur Bartolomé, la jeunesse est morte. Ce jour-là, la maison est morte. Dans la rue, les voisins passaient en bavant les yeux, devinant que là, tout près, monsieur Bartolomé pleurait autour du petit lit. Ce jour-là, la ville est morte, et ce jour-là, la moitié des choses est morte. Monsieur Bartolomé était comme un livre dématé. Il venait de perdre la plus grande part lui-même, tout ce qui depuis douze années avait fait de lui un homme parmi les hommes.

15.

dans les mois qui avaient suivi, il avait maintes fois quitté la ville, était allé marcher dans les forêts, là où l’agitation des carrefours et des grands boulevards ne pouvait l’atteindre. Car monsieur Bartolomé pensait souvent à cet arbre que l’enfant avait tant aimé, et plus encore à tout ce ciel qui l’avait surplombé au fil des ans. Il n’aurait pas su dire pourquoi, mais voici qu’il avait besoin, à présent, de ce ciel-là, posé sur le sommet des arbres comme une main bienveillante.

Il errait ainsi de longues heures parmi les champs, sur les sentiers, à l’ombre des boisés. La poussière des chemins écrivait son âge à ses chevilles. Souvent, rien ne bougeait, les feuilles mêmes pendaient aux branches comme à des cintres. Dans les bosquets, les bêtes révaiient leur grammaire d’ombres. Puis d’un seul coup des nuées d’oiseaux passaient, ceux-ci comme rappelés soudainement à leur devoir. Il pensait à ce
dimanche où l’enfant avait été vu pour la dernière fois. Les choses tout d’un coup avaient été plus graves que d’habitude. Ce serait ainsi, désormais.

De retour chez lui, il peinait à trouver le sommeil. Et quand, brisé de fatigue, il y sombrait enfin, il faisait souvent un rêve étrange. Son chien, mort des années plus tôt, courait vers lui. En même temps qu’il sentait les grosses pattes blondes de l’animal sur ses mains, monsieur Bartolomé levait les yeux et apercevait son fils, souriant sur le seuil de la maison. L’enfant tenait entre ses bras un ballon, et on aurait dit que ce ballon était toute sa vie, tenue, retenue ainsi entre ses deux petits bras encore trop courts. Au réveil, cette pensée restait longtemps dans la tête endeuillée de monsieur Bartolomé : On dit de certaines choses qu’elles sont indécibles, mais je n’en crois rien. Les langues ne sont-elles pas inventées par les hommes? Elles sont donc faites de ce qu’ils sont. Un jour je saurai les mots pour décrire la joie extraordinaire, mêlée de tristesse, que j’ai ressentie cette nuit encore.

16.

Il allait se recueillir dans la chambrette devenue inutile. L’enfant ne voyait pas les lèvres de son père gantées de la chanson passée, ni la lance dans le coeur percé, il n’entendait pas la voix de cet homme prononcer son prénom d’enfant. Car son prénom était pris dans le méandre des souvenirs douloureux. Et son prénom était une poupe ensablée de ténèbres.

Il ouvrait la fenêtre, écoutait bruire le monde. Il percevait au loin des orages qui, en s’approchant, ramenaient la rumeur d’oiseaux fatigués, revenus pour dire : “On ne voit plus maintenant que des soleils écroués. Partout des redditions cernent les yeux des hommes, et on annonce que demain les pluies trebucheront sur les cailloux.”

Il touchait son front, une fièvre le chauffait. Il souhaitait qu’un de ces oiseaux fourbus, la pluie pliée dessous son aile, vienne s’y asseoir.

17.


18.

C’est que le monde était trop petit. Il fallait à monsieur Bartolomé porter le regard au-delà des limites de son enclos. Il aimait l’espace, le peuple de sa vaste prairie : météores, planètes, astres, soleils, mais aussi appareils, engins, fusées. Car on s’y promenait désormais, puis on en revenait, rapportant par-devers soi des fragments de science, une lumière qui traduisait des mondes. Il était captivé par les incroyables vaisseaux catapultés là-haut, habités par des gens aux mains gantées d’air,
s’affairant à leur expédition fabuleuse. Parfois, un bris mécanique les forçait à des sorties légères, ils étaient alors suspendus au néant comme à des rêves. Un faux geste, une distraction fulgurante et un outil s’échappait du gant, condamné maintenant à filer vers l’infini pleine des orbites, à glisser pour toujours parmi l’assemblée des étoiles. Oh! le dérisoire agrandissement de notre domaine humain! Et pourtant, peu d’aubes venaient sans que monsieur Bartolomé ait rêvé de cette pince, de cette clé fugitive, s’avançant au devant des prochains continents.

19.

Il recopiait dans son cahier ces mots toujours troublants, maintes fois lus dans Mémoires d’Hadrien de Marguerite Yourcenar : « Ce matin, l’idée m’est venue pour la première fois que mon corps, ce fidèle compagnon, cet ami plus sûr, mieux connu de moi que mon âme, n’est qu’un monstre sournois qui finira par dévorer son maître. »

Comme en écho à ces paroles, des souvenirs foufoudoyants de l’enfant lui revenaient, s’abaissaient sur lui comme une fièvre vénérable. Des éclairs perçaient la chair, une mer démontée, saturée de tessons, s’acharnait sur ses flancs. La douleur elle-même s’incarnait dans la voix, le cernait sous les yeux, rappelait le squelette jadis enfoui sous la peau. Son heure venait.


20.

Mais il y avait une lumière au milieu des ténèbres du corps : le squelette, ce blanc vaisseau émaillé d’écume, immobile sur une mer que fermait la peau, et sur laquelle les organes, les muscles, les nacres, les tissus formaient d’étranges épaves. Le squelette, ancré, parcourait cependant son lot de distances. Car son avancée n’était pas de celles que l’on calcule penché sur les cartes, à l’aide d’instruments dont le cuivre est usé par le sel des doigts. C’était un progrès de mains dessinées d’aveux, de semis faufilés dans le chas de la terre, un allongement de pré : la marque du temps impartie à chacun, dès lors que nous sortons de la naissance.

21.

22.

CE N’ÉTAIT PAS AU COURS DE SES VISITES AUX CIMETIÈRES QUE LES IMAGES LES PLUS FORTES DE SON FILS LUI REVENAIENT. CAR TOUJOURS IL CONTINUAIT D’ESPÉRER LE REVOIR VIVANT, ET PAS UNE FOIS NE L’AVAIT-IL IMAGINÉ MORT. NON, Ç’ÉTAIT LA MER, APÈRÇUE À LA TÉLÉVISION OU SUR LES AFFICHES PLACARDÉES EN VILLE, PAR EXEMPLE, QUI LE PLUS SOUVENT FAISAIT SOURDRE DES REPLIS DE SA MÉMOIRE LES SOUVENIRS DE L’ENFANT.

UN JOUR QU’IL S’ATTARDAIT DEVANT L’UNE DE CES AFFICHES, IL S’ÉTAIT DIT : J’AI ÉTÉ LE PÈRE D’UNE ÎLE. CAR À SES YEUX, SON FILS AVAIT POSSÉDÉ TOUTES LES CARACTÉRISTIQUES ÉVOQUANT CELA. IL AVAIT ÉTÉ SEUL, ENTOURÉ, DEBOUT, PEUPLÉ DE VIES ET DE DANGERS QUI N’APARTENAIENT QU’À LUI. PARFOIS, AINSI QU’ELLES LE FOND AVEC LES PLAGES, DES MARÉES L’AVAIENT DÉFAIT : DÉCONVENUES, ALARMS, NAUFRAGES VARIÉS ÉTAIENT SURVENUS. MAIS AUSSI, DES MARÉES AVAIENT AMENÉ DES BOUTEILLES, DONT LE VENTRE AVAIT DÉROLÉ POUR LUI DES APPELS SECRETS. MONSIEUR BAROTOLOMÉ AVAIT RÉVÉ DE CONNAÎTRE CES SECRETS ENFERMÉS EN SON FILS. TOUTE SA VIE DE PÈRE AVAIT ÉTÉ CONSACRÉE À CETTE QUÊTE.

JUSQU’AU JOUR OÙ LES OUVRIERS ÉTAIENT VENUS ABATTRE L’ORME, L’ENFANT, EN CONFORMITÉ PEUT-ÊTRE AVEC SES SECRETS-LÀ, AVAIT SEMÉ DERRIÈRE LUI DES MORCEAUX D’ENFANCE, DES MIES. PENDANT LONGTEMPS, MONSIEUR BAROTOLOMÉ LES AVAIT RECUEILLIS, PROLONGEANT DE CE PAIN SES PROPRES AURÈS. IL LES AVAIT RECUEILLIS AVEC L’ESPOIR INCONGRU QU’IL POURRAIT UN JOUR LES RENDRE À SON FILS (OU DU MOINS LUI REDONNER UN PEU DE CETTE LÉGÈRETÉ AÉRIENNE QUE POSSÈDENT LES ARBRES) LORSQUE VIENDRAIENT LES JOURS AUTREMENT DIFFICILES DE L’ÂGE ADULTE.

DEVANT L’AFFICHE, MONSIEUR BAROTOLOMÉ AVAIT SONGÉ : J’AI ÉTÉ LE PÈRE D’UNE ÎLE. PUI, DÉTOURNANT LES YEUX : ME VOICI LE PÈRE D’UN BATEAU.

QU’EST-CE QU’UN BATEAU ? UNE ÎLE ÉVADÉE.

23.

DIEU L’INDIFFÉRÉAIT. CEPENDANT, MONSIEUR BAROTOLOMÉ S’ARRÊTAIT À PRESQUE TOUTES LES ÉGLISES RENCONTRÉES SUR SON CHEMIN. LES CLOCHERS, COMME LES AVIONS, LES MÉTÉORES, LES ÉDIFICES ET LES GRANDS ARBRES EXERÇAIENT SUR LUI LA MÊME SORDE ATTIRANCE : IL FALLAIT, POUR EN MESURER LA TRAJECTOIRE, LEVER LE REGARD. ET POURTANT IL ENTRAÎN DANS LES ÉGLISES EN BAISANT LES YEUX. IL AVAIT LONGTEMPS CHERCHÉ POURQUOI. PUIS IL AVAIT VU QU’IL ALLAIT Mourir UN JOUR, QU’IL ÉTAIT PROMIS À LA TERRE, ET NON AU CIEL, QUI EST LE FIEF DES ÉTOILES. SANS DOUTE RESSENT-IL CELA, IL LE RESSENTAIT, C’EST-À-DIRE QU’IL LE SENTAIT DANS SAA CHAIR. ET IL Y RÉPONDIT, S’Y PRÉPARAIT, EN QUELQUE SORTE : DANS LE RECUEILLEMENT QUE LUI INSPIRAIENT LES ÉGLISES, IL Y AVAIT TOUJOURS CETTE IDÉE DE RAPPROCHEMENT AVEC LA TERRE, CETTE PERSPECTIVE D’UNE JOIE BASSE.

IL ENTRAÎN DANS LES ÉGLISES COMME CHEZ LUI, ET PEUT-ÊTRE EN EFFET ÉTAIT-IL LÀ DANS SA MAISON : QUELQUE CHOSE, TOUJOURS, L’ATTENDAIT, ET CE N’ÉTAIT JAMAIS DIEU.

24.

LE TEMPS PASSAIT. DANS LES NIDS, MÊME LA CHANSON DES OISEAUX SE DÉFAISAIT. LES BROUILLARDS S’USAIENT SUR LES ARBRES, SUR LE SOMMET DES MAISONS, SUR LES POTEAUX DES FILS ÉLECTRIQUES. MONSIEUR BAROTOLOMÉ MÉSUREait LES DÉCOURS, L’ANGLE DÉCROISSANT DES ANNÉES. IL SENTAIT PARFOIS SES PAS, MÛRIS PAR D’INTERMINABLES VAGABONDAGES DANS LA VILLE, S’ENGRAîNER DE SABLE MEUBLE. IL S’ÉGARAIT, PUIS, MÊME AU CŒUR DE LA VILLE, DEVAIT S’EN REMETTRE AU COMPAS DES CONSTELLATIONS. POURTANT SA TÊTE ÉTAIT DE SOLEILS OBSTINÉS, POURTANT SON COEUR ÉTAIT DE CÉRÉALE DROITE, POURTANT SON CORPS ÉTAIT DE ROUTES PRÊTES À ÉCLORE. MAIS DANS LES PARCS IL MARCHAIT MURÉ DE
FEUILLES VIEILLISSANTES. LA LUMIÈRE VENAIT SUR LES CHoses COMME DES FURETS D’ÉTOILES. TOUT FUYAIT. LES MATINS ÉTAIENT-ILS AMARRÉS AUX ÉPERVERS?

25.


26.

IL AVAIT ÉTÉ UNE FOIS LA PROIE D’UNE ÉMOITION INFINIMENT VIOLENT. SON FILS N’Y ÉTAIT PLUS DEPUIS QUELQUES ANNÉES Déjà. UN JOUR QU’IL RETOURNAIT LA TERRE DU PETIT POTAGER AMÉNAGÉ DANS LA COUR, IL AVAIT DÉCOUVERT UN COFFRET, MANIFESTEMENT ENTERRÉ Là PAR L’ENFANT. LES MAINS TREMBLANTES, MONSIEUR BARTOLÔME AVAIT EXHUMÉ LA PRÉCIEUSE BÔTÈE, PETIT CORPS DE MÉTAL RONGÉ PAR LES FIÊVRES DE LA TERRE, NÉANMOINS SURVIVANT DE CET OMBREUX SÉJOUR. LE CONTENU QUANT À LUI N’AVAIT GUÈRE RÉSISTÉ : CE N’ÉTAIT PLUS QUE LES LAMBEAUX MOISIS D’UNE FEUILLE DE PAPIER D’Ù LES MOTS AVAIENT ÉTÉ EFFACÉS, D’OÙ LA PAROLE S’ÉTAIT TUE POUR FAIRE PLACE À UN SILENCE RÉSIGNÉ. LA LETTRE DE L’ENFANT, TEMOIN FORMIDABLEMENT INNOCENT DE SES DIX ANS, S’ÉTAIT MUÉE EN UN MANIFESTE DÉRISOIRE. CEPENDANT, MONSIEUR BARTOLÔME AVAIT DÛ COMBATTRE UN MOMENT AFIN DE DÉLIVRER LE COFFRET D’UN ÉTONNANT RÉSEAU DE RACINES. AINSI DES RESTES DE NOS CORPS, AVAIT-IL ALORS PENSÉ, CAPTIFS, RETENUS DE FORCE DANS LA TERRE QUI PAR AILLEURS NE PARAIT PAS BEAUCAMP S’INTÉRESSER À L’ÂME.

MAIS PEUT-ÊTRE, AUSSI, L’ÂME N’ÉTAIT-ELLE QUE DE TROP PEU DE Poids. QU’ UN MANIFESTE DÉRISOIRE.

27.

TOUT CE QU’IL PORTAIT DANS LE VENTRE : CETTE ÂME DE CHIEN, CES ANNÉES VIVES COUSUES DE NEIGE, CES CHEVAUX S’AVANÇANT VERS LES BERGES POUR BOIRE LES RIVIÈRES, CES LOUTRES EXHUMÉES D’EAU ET DE TERREIRS, CES PUMAS ERRANT DANS L’HERBE DES PASSAGES, CES RACINES MONTÉES HAUT SE TERRER DANS LA LUMIÈRE, CES VILLES ACCORDÉES À L’ACTE DU SOLEIL, TOUTE CETTE VIE INTÉRIEURE S’ÉCHAPPAIT DE LUI JOUR APRÈS JOUR. DES SOLEILS LE BRISAIENT DE LEURS AUBES. IL ÉPROUVAIT DANS SON CORPS LA CASSURE DE CHAQUE GESTE. QU’EST-CE QUE LE CORPS D’UN HOMME QUI CHERCHE SANS JAMAIS TROUVER? UN VÊTEMENT D’ENFANT PAUVRE.

DEPUIS LONGTEMPS, MONSIEUR BARTOLÔME SAVAIT QUE TOUT FINIT ICI-BAS. IL N’AVAIT PLUS, APPUYÉES AU FRONT, QUE LES LOIS DU SOLEIL. MAIS EN LUI-MÊME TREMBLAIENT DES MONDES, DES VALLÉES BASSES ET PUISSANTES, FAITES DE DÉMI-JOUR ET D’ESPÈRANCES, ET QUI PARAÎSSAIENT TANT RÉELLES QU’ON AURAIT DIT DES NAISSANCES.
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28.

Les fièvres et l'agitation causées par sa mémoire blessée créaient en lui un curieux phénomène. À force, il lui semblait vivre en même temps dans son corps et comme séparé de lui. Ce corps le trahissait : monsieur Bartolomé attendait de lui qu'il fasse son travail, mais ce n'était souvent qu'un curieux magasinier, plus préoccupé de l'inventaire de ses organes que de leur bonne marche. Monsieur Bartolomé aurait voulu qu'il cumule davantage de forces, distille puis lance à l'assaut des veines un sang convenable, qu'il célèbre ses mécaniques, qu'il accorde le cœur à la chanson haute qui, dans le cerveau, voulait vivre. Mais ce corps-là ne savait pas se plier aux requêtes. Il faisait à sa guise, comme exauçant un autre que celui qui lui assurait pourtant la subsistance. Ainsi monsieur Bartolomé était-il à côté de lui et en lui, à la fois l'observateur et l'objet des bris, des torsiions, des violences que provoquait son organisme et dont il fallait obligatoirement endurer la torture.

Et sans doute aussi était-ce un peu pour cela que monsieur Bartolomé se sentait vivre, plus que jamais, à côté de la vie. Non pas dans la mort, mais à côté de la vie, c'est-à-dire comme le spectateur, observant avec minutie les choses se consumer. D'au moins qu'il se souvînt, pas un seul jour n'avait passé sans que ces mots n'affleurent en lui-même : Mais tous ces gens, comment font-ils pour vivre comme s'ils ignoraient qu'il y a leur mort tout au bout? Le monde tel qu'il s'organisait n'était pas son maître. Le corps l'était. Il avait appris de lui ces choses là.

29.

Après la disparition de l'enfant, l'aurore n'avait plus baigné de ses couleurs neuves la maison. Dans le parc, les arbres n'étaient plus agités que par le vent : les oiseaux paraissaient avoir déserté. Le soir, des bruits de néons, de corniches et de murs montaient de la rue. Monsieur Bartolomé sortait de chez lui, allait là où les enseignes ne mouraient jamais. Leurs poils éclaboussaient l'ombre détrônée. Il marchait sous la lune blanche d'une publicité. Son visage se reflétait sur les flaques laissées par la pluie. Il observait les voitures jetées en pâture à la ville, les trottoirs agenouillés pour les passants, la lumière sortant des endroits.

Il possédait peu de chose, au fond : la nuit qui ferme tard, la radio envoûtée des antennes comme des mouettes quittant les mâts. Ses cheveux toujours penchés sur la chaussée luisante, au moment de la pluie. Un parfum sur sa chemise quand les saisons repartaient. La course de l'escalier, le réconfort et la mélancolie de savoir toutes choses passagères, couronnées de contours.

De quoi était-il fait? Il était né d'une pierre, bâtissait ses journées du bois de quelques bateaux sabordés. Mais de quoi était-il fait? Si peu le séparait de ceux allongés sous la terre, joutant les tanières. Oui, de quoi était fait monsieur Bartolomé? De cailloux, de bosquets et d'un coeur apeuré quand noircissait la fenêtre. D'un peu de jour, et des choses qu'il étreint.

30.

Il faisait de chaque heure qui lui était donnée une sorte de mirador, un poste d'observation. Il guettait une pluie de térriers, une neige d'encre tendue. Il attendait une nuit dont son fils admirait sans doute, quelque part ici-bas, la beauté grave et fulgurante des étoiles.
MAIS QUELQUE CHOSE, SANS CESSE ET MALGRÉ TOUT, RAPPELAIT MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ À SA TÂCHE D'HOMME. IL MARCHAIT DANS LES RUES, LE SOLEIL MULTIPLIÉ SUR LES VITRES SE JETAIT SUR LUI COMME MILLE JEUX DE CHIOTS.

31.

IL QUITTait DE PLUS EN PLUS SOUVEN LA VILLE. MAIS IL N'ALLait PLUS TELLEMENT MARCHER DANS LES SENTIERS ET SOUS LES ARBRES. IL PRENait UN TAXI, DEMANDAIT AU CHAUFFEUR DE LE MENER Là OÙ ÉTAIT PLANtÉES LES DERNIÈRES MAISONS. PUIS Il RESTait À OBSERVER L'HORIZON. LA LUMIÈRE Qu'Il APERCEVait AU LOIN DANS LES COLLINES N'ÉTAIT PLUS LE MÊME QUE CELLE Qu'IL AVait LAISSÉE EN ARRIÈRE. C'ÉTAit UNE LUMIÈRE DE DÉBUT DU MONDE, LA TERRE À CET ENDROIT NE PORTait PLUS SUR LE DOS QUE DES POISSONS, DES LIMONS, DES PIERRES PLANtANT LES VIES À VENIR. LA CAMPAGNE SE COUCHait SOUS CETTE CLARtÉ DE SEUIL. DERRIÈRE MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ, LA VILLE ÉTAit POSÉE SUR UN SOCLE.

OUI, QUELQUE CHOSE LOI COMMANDait DE FUIR LA VILLE. DURANT LE TRAJET EN TAXI, QUE LE CHAUFFEUR AURait SANS DOUTE VOULt PLUS ANImÉ, MONSIEUR BARTOLOMÉ NE PARlait QUÈRE. DANS LE RÉSERVoiR, LE CARBURANT BRULAIT, LIBERÉ À LA FIN DE SA DESTINÉE FOSSILE. LA RADIO ÉTAit ALLUMÉE, RAPPORTANT LES NOUVELLES D'UN MONDE AGITÉ : ON SE BATTait ICI, ON AVAIT SOIF Là-BAS, DES AVIONS ÉTAIENT LANCÉS CONTRE DES GRATTES-CIEL, UN DICTATEUR TOMBAit.

PARFOIS, IL NE SE CONTENTait PLUS DE RESTER SUR PLACE À REGARDER AU LOIN. UNE FOIs DESCENDu, IL COMMENçAIT À MARCHer, IL AVANçait VERS L'HORIZON OURlÉ DE PAYSAGES. IL SE PRENait À RÊVER DU RYTHME SÉCULAIRE DES GRANDS ARBRES. IL PASSait DES PONTS DE BOIS, ENFIlAIT DES ROUTES GRAVELEUSES, TRAVERSait DES CHAMPS HÉRISSÉS D'ÉPIS, Puis ARRivAT À L'ORÉE D'UNE FORêt. IL ALLAIT CALCULER LES ANNEAUX DÉSCELLÉS DANS LE BOIS DE TRÈS VIEUX CÈDRES COUPÉS, Puis LAISSÉS Là PAR UN PAYSAN. IL ENTRAit DANS LA PENSÎVE TRIBU DE LA LENTEUR.

AU BOUT DU JOUR IL REBROUSSAIT CHEMIN, HÉlAIT UN AUTRE TAXI DANS LES FAUBOURGS ET RENTRAIT À LA MAISON. LE PLUS SOUVEN, LA NUIT ÉTAit DÉJÀ FORT AVANCÉE LORSQu'IL SE FAUFIlait ENFIN ENTRE LES DRAPs.

32.

UNE NUIT, DEUX MOINEAUX SONT VENUS À LA FÊNETRE. L'UN D'EUx LOi A Dit : «LÈVE-TOI, IL EST TARd SUR LE MONDE, TOUT SE BRise ET T'APPELLE, VIENS AVEC MOi.» COMME UNE ÂME QUI NE QUITTE PLUS LA MAISON POURTANT DÉSERTÉE PAR SON OCCUPANT, L'AUTRE EST RESTé, SON PETIT CORPS VEILLANT DANS LE TREMBLEMENT NOCTURNE DU RIDEAU.